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SUMMARY
The commercial space industry has recently seen a paradigm shift related to the launch
of a small satellite into Low Earth Orbit. In the past, a small satellite was launched as
a secondary payload with a medium or heavy launch vehicle where the primary payload
placed a constraint on the orbit and schedule. Today, a dedicated launch of a small launch
vehicle is the main operational concept to launch a small payload. Many Smallsat Launch
Vehicles (SLV) have been under development by the commercial space industry to improve
these launch services in recent years. Despite these efforts, the specific prices per launch
are still high, and reducing these prices further remains a challenge.
One promising technology candidate to reduce costs for SLV is hybrid rocket propul-
sion which has matured recently with some cost and safety advantages. Although hy-
brid rocket propulsion faces a number of challenges, including a low regression rate and
combustion instabilities, academia and commercial companies have invested significant re-
sources in developing this technology. With this motivation, this thesis has focused on the
conceptual design of SLV with hybrid rocket propulsion. Moreover, a cost reduction strat-
egy currently used by the commercial space industry was observed to be the development
of a unique engine and using multiple of them in a launch vehicle. Following this trend,
the vehicle concept investigated in this thesis was an expendable ground-launched vehicle
with some architectural variables such as the number of stages and the number of hybrid
motors in each stage.
The design trade-off studies of such a small multistage launch vehicle with multiple hy-
brid motors in each stage require very long times especially when traditional point design
approaches are used. As the number of design variables increase, the design space explo-
ration becomes even more challenging. To provide a solution to this problem, a methodol-
ogy for rapid conceptual design of such a vehicle was presented in this thesis.
A physics-based conceptual design approach was followed in this study since SLV are
xv
relatively new concepts without much historical performance data. To conduct a multi-
disciplinary analysis, a physics-based, integrated modeling and simulation environment
was constructed with four core disciplines: trajectory analysis, aerodynamics, propulsion,
and weight. Aerodynamics and propulsion analysis were conducted using a first-principles
approach, which was based on fundamental theories. A 3 Degree of Freedom (DOF) indus-
trial, transparent, physics-based trajectory analysis software was used in this study based
on availability. However, any other trajectory analysis software that a system designer is
familiar with can be used in its place. In other words, the methodology developed in this
thesis would remain unchanged if another trajectory analysis software were used. The
weight discipline was represented at a high level by using Propellant Mass Fraction (PMF)
design variable.
A multidisciplinary modeling and simulation environment for launch vehicles may be
computationally expensive depending on the fidelity levels of each discipline. Moreover,
trajectory optimization is included in a launch vehicle design process conventionally which
may be also computationally expensive depending on the optimization method. This ex-
pense poses a difficulty in performing a trade-off study for hundreds of vehicle design al-
ternatives within the constraints of the schedule in the conceptual design phase. Because of
this, trajectory optimization was removed from the design process to speed up the process
by selecting a constant controller design.
The methodology developed in this thesis consisted of two sequential steps. In the first
step, a surrogate modeling approach was followed to replace the Modeling and Simulation
(M&S) environment. A DOE method and a surrogate modeling method suitable to this
problem were searched in this part. To cover the design space, a hybrid DOE consisting
of a Fast Flexible Filling DOE and a three-level Full Factorial DOE was chosen. Artificial
Neural Networks method was selected to fit approximation models because of the type of
design variables (both continuous and discrete variables) and nonlinearity of the problem.
The first experiment was conducted to test this hypothesis. As a result, it was demonstrated
xvi
that this approach can provide accurate surrogate models for any desired response.
In the second step, the specific mechanical energy-based design trade-off method was
developed using some statistical methods. This method estimates the lower bound of the
vehicles’ actual specific mechanical energy where the vehicles can be rapidly designed by
using surrogate models. This lower bound was predicted with the help of the prediction
interval of the specific mechanical energy’s model fit error. To fit the surrogate models,
the necessary data were gathered by running the DOE in the integrated M&S environment
while imposing some terminal conditions on the altitude of the vehicles analyzed in this
environment. Specifically, the surrogate models of specific mechanical energy and flight
path angle were used to design the vehicles rapidly. The second experiment was conducted
to test this hypothesis. As a result, the actual specific mechanical energies computed via
trajectory optimization were found to be consistent with the predictions. Overall, it was
demonstrated that the proposed method enables a system designer to rapidly design some






Thousands of satellites have been operating around the earth where the earth’s orbits can
be categorized as High Elliptical Orbit (HEO), Low Earth Orbit (LEO), Geostationary Or-
bit (GEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO). When the orbital data of the currently operating
satellites were analyzed, it was observed that 73 % of these satellites are operating in LEO
(Satellite data, including launches up to and including 7/31/2020, was derived from [1]) as
shown in Figure 1.1. This information demonstrates the space industry’s intense interest in
LEO since this orbit has been utilized for a variety of critical applications such as commu-
nications, military reconnaissance, earth observation, environmental monitoring, scientific
and R&D.
Figure 1.1: Orbits of the Operating Satellites
When the data were examined in greater depth, it was noted that the majority of these
satellites fell into the category of small satellites, with a mass of less than 500 kg [1].
However, most of these small satellites have not been launched with SLV which have a
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maximum payload capacity of 500 kg [2]. These satellites were generally delivered to ISS
as secondary payloads on medium or heavy launch vehicles and then deployed from ISS to
the target orbit. In this case, the primary payload has been posing a constraint to the orbit
options for small satellites. This situation also causes small launch rates for small satellites
where the primary payload dictates the schedule [3].
The commercial space industry has been interested in tackling problems with the cur-
rent launch services of small satellites into LEO. There are so many SLV such as CAB-3A,
Arion 2, Kuaizhou 1/1A, and Electron which are either under development or have been
recently developed by commercial companies. These companies are interested in these ve-
hicles because they are expected to offer a number of benefits, including orbital flexibility,
increased launch frequency, on-demand launch capability, and the use of environmentally
friendly propellants.
1.2 Motivation
The main motivation for developing the SLV is the growing demand for small satellite
launches enabled by technological advancements. In this thesis, the term “small satellite”
refers to minisatellites (101-500 kg), microsatellites (11-100 kg), and even nanosatellites
(1-10 kg) [2].
The operations that SLV is expected to perform in the future can be broadly classified
as follows:
1. Capability for a single small satellite launch
Today, interest in small satellites such as CubeSats is significant, with academic in-
stitutions and numerous companies launching CubeSats into orbit. The SLV are pro-
jected to be able to launch these satellites at a lower cost.
2. Capability to launch constellations of nanosatellites
Satellite constellations are groups of dozens or hundreds of satellites that cooperate
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together. Satellite constellations can be used for a variety of applications, including
broadband internet access and Earth observation.
The most frequently used measure in the economics of launch services is the specific
pricing (price per launch/payload capacity), which typically increases as the payload mass
decreases. Therefore, it is worth examining the specific prices of some state-of-the-art SLV
as shown in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.2 shows the specific prices of some SLV based on the data
provided by [4]. It was observed that for the nano and microsatellites, the specific prices are
especially very high. Therefore, providing cost-effective launch services for small satellites
to LEO remains a challenge.
NASA stated that the current cost of launching a 100 lb payload to LEO on a dedi-
cated launcher is approximately $ 10 million. NASA is interested in lowering these prices
to make access to space, particularly LEO, more affordable, as stated in the most recent
technology roadmap, which includes two distinct goals regarding the costs of these launch
services [3]:
1. Reduce launch costs by at least 50 % over the next two decades.
2. Reduce the cost of vehicles in the nano-launcher class to $ 1.5 million.
The first goal applies to all launch vehicles, whereas the second is unique to the nanolauncher
class. The goal, in any case, is to reduce costs, which will benefit NASA, government
agencies, and the commercial launch industry. These goals also serve as motivation for the
development of new SLV in a variety of sizes.
Several influential technologies are emerging that have the potential to reduce the cost
of launch vehicles in the future. A recently published comprehensive report by MIT iden-




Figure 1.2: Specific Prices vs Payload Capacities
Figure 1.3: SOA Small Launch Vehicles
• Reusability
• Launch operations
• Ground support equipment
• Structures
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Reusability has been a primary cost-cutting strategy for SpaceX and many other com-
panies. Although it is projected that reusability will reduce costs, a significant cost de-
crease has yet to be demonstrated, because the development costs for reusable vehicles
are higher [6]. Propulsion is another area where significant technological improvements
have lately occurred, potentially lowering costs. The latest technology roadmap of NASA
has outlined advanced capabilities of launch propulsion systems where some technology
candidates were stated as follows [3]:
1. Hybrid Motors
The hybrid motors that are now being developed are projected to lower the cost of
launch services for nano and microsatellite services into LEO.
2. Liquid Engines
The objective with liquid engines is to increase manufacturability in order to reduce
costs while maintaining the engines’ high performance.
3. Solid Motors
The objective with solid engines is to increase performance and safety while reducing
costs.
4. Lightweight Engine Components
The goal of this technology is to reduce engine weight by using composite and hybrid
metallic/composite components.
Hybrid rocket motor technology may be a key enabler of cost reductions in SLV. Hybrid
motors typically combine a solid fuel with a liquid oxidizer. Hybrid rocket propulsion is





• Increased specific impulse
• Non-toxic propellants
• Start-stop-restart capability
In comparison to liquid engines, hybrid motors have a simpler mechanical design and
simpler injection, feed, and control systems. Additionally, hybrid motors are safe. Another
advantage is that hybrid motors outperform liquid engines powered by LOX/RP-1. More-
over, it is possible to improve performance of hybrid motors by the addition of metals.
Finally, hybrid motors have a higher propellant density [8].
In comparison to solid motors, hybrid motors have been observed to be chemically
simpler. Hybrid motors also outperform solid-state motors while requiring no toxic pro-
pellants. Another significant advantage of hybrid motors is their restart capability, which is
comparable to that of liquid engines. Additionally, these motors are throttable. The explo-
sion hazard is reduced, and hybrid motors have two safety-related advantages: zero TNT
equivalence and the ability to stop [8].
Despite these benefits, hybrid motors have not been commercially viable due to tech-
nical difficulties. Hybrid motors that run on polymer fuels, in particular, face two signif-
icant challenges: a low regression rate and combustion instability. The low burning rate
of solid fuel is a result of the combustion process’s diffusive nature, which results in low
thrust. Complex grain geometries with multiple ports and larger slivers are required for
such motors. Additionally, as mentioned in [8], the combustion process produces rough
pressure-time characteristics that can be classified as oxidizer feed system-induced insta-
bility (nonacoustic) and flame holding instability (acoustic).
Hybrid technology has matured recently with the solutions introduced by academia and
the commercial companies towards the problems of these motors. To increase the low
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regression rates, some methods were investigated to increase regression rate such as in-
troducing additives in the fuel, swirl injection for liquid, using paraffin-based propellants
[9]. The last one, hybrid motors using liquefying fuels was at the interest of Stanford
University and Space Propulsion Group where higher regression rates were achieved by
using a different combustion mechanism [10], [11]. A paraffin-based fuel with 3-4 times
higher regression rates was developed and this improvement removed the need for a com-
plex multiport grain. The scale-up tests were carried at NASA Ames Research Center. This
advancement has been an important step to understand and make hybrid motors viable with
simpler designs.
The second obstacle, combustion instability, can also be overcome. To begin, the insta-
bilities caused by the oxidizer feed system can be resolved by stiffening the feed injection
system. For instance, increasing its resistance to vibration can eliminate this type of os-
cillation. Second, flame holding instabilities can be eliminated in a variety of ways that
contribute to the stabilization of the combustion process in boundary layers [7]. Certain
companies have been able to resolve this issue through the use of advanced combustion
chamber and injector design, as well as passive devices [12], [13].
Despite these advances, developing a predictive theory of combustion instability re-
mains a key problem in the development of hybrid technology [7]. Some other drawbacks
can also be listed as;
• Low combustion efficiency in large ports
• Slow response to throttling
• O/F shift
While certain issues remain with these motors, research is continuing to address them,
particularly in academia and the commercial space sector. As the competition to develop
cost-effective SLV increases, a new concept of small launch vehicles incorporating hybrid
rocket propulsion technology could be one of the future solutions for lowering the launch
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prices. Many commercial companies across the world have begun developing orbital ve-
hicles using only hybrid rocket propulsion. HyImpulse (Germany), TiSpace (Taiwan), and
Rocket Crafters (US) are a few of these companies [14].
1.3 Problem Identification
The phased approach to design divides the vehicle design process into three phases: con-
ceptual design, preliminary design, and detail design phases [15]. A critical activity in the
Conceptual Design Phase (CDP) is doing trade-off analyses in order to narrow the number
of feasible vehicle designs to one or a few for further design and analysis. A similar phase,
referred to as “Concept Studies” by NASA, was depicted as the first phase of a life cycle
as illustrated in Figure 1.4. This is the phase where the feasibility of possible missions and
concepts are evaluated among other activities such as cost, schedule, and risk evaluations
[16]. The main outcome of this phase is a “Feasible Concept”.
Figure 1.4: Life Cycle Phases
A small launch vehicle design process involving hybrid rocket propulsion should there-
fore begin with the CDP, which requires numerous trade-off analyses. Among the first
considerations would be architectural options. There are so many different architectural
variables even for a conventional expendable Launch Vehicle (LV) which is illustrated in
Figure 1.5. Different architectures can be designed by varying the number of stages, the
number of motors used in each stage, and the number of boosters as shown in this figure.
Some questions that a system designer of such a vehicle could ask in the CDP are listed
below. These do not limit the questions, but they may serve as a starting point for initial
investigations:
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Figure 1.5: Architectural Alternatives for a Conventional Launch Vehicle
• What should the vehicle’s approximate dimensions be (length, diameters of stages,
etc.)?
• Which architectures can provide feasible design solutions?
• To reach the desired orbit, how many stages should be used?
• How many motors should be used in each stage to achieve the desired orbit?
• With the current limitations of this technology, can hybrid rocket propulsion technol-
ogy enable a feasible orbital launch?
• What impact would any changes in subsystem design have on vehicle performance?
If one or more feasible vehicles can be designed in the CDP, these candidate designs
may progress to the preliminary design phase. On the other hand, if any feasible design
solution cannot be found in the CDP, then the requirements should be reviewed, or some
technology integration studies should be conducted [17]. Because the concept definition is
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developed at the end of this phase and has an impact on the subsequent phases of the design
process, any decision made during this phase has a significant effect on the efficient use of
project resources such as time and budget [17].
In addition to architectural design alternatives, subsystem design alternatives must be
assessed during this phase. For example, various motor design options for a hybrid rocket
propulsion system can be generated by altering some design variable candidates such as:
• Fuel
• Oxidizer
• Initial mixture ratio
• Nozzle inlet pressure
• Pressurization system to be used
• ISP
• Burn Time
• PMF of a motor or a stage
Table 1.1: Number and Type of Variables by Some Disciplines
Discipline Number and Type of Variables
Aerodynamics Few, Continuous
Trajectory Many, Continuous




It is worth noting that some of these design variable candidates, such as ISP, are at
higher levels, whilst others, such as initial mixture ratio or chamber pressure, are at lower
levels. Furthermore, some design variables are discrete (e.g., fuel type, number of stages,
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number of engines), whereas others are continuous (e.g. burn time, ISP). In Table 1.1,
the types and number of design variables for some disciplines were provided [18]. As
more disciplines and design variables are introduced to represent the design space, it may
rapidly expand, resulting in a combinatorial explosion [19]. In this case, traditional ap-
proaches would require extremely long design cycle times to evaluate the system design
space. However, within the constraints of a predefined schedule, the design space must be
evaluated in order to select some feasible designs. The following research objective was
stated and followed throughout the thesis as a result of this motivation.
Research Objective:
Develop a systematic methodology for conducting rapid conceptual design trade-off
studies for an expendable small launch vehicle powered by hybrid rocket technology
to determine the feasibility of an orbital launch from Earth to LEO.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remaining chapters of this thesis were organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduced
the literature search and some preliminary material related to this problem. The proposed
methodology for carrying out design trades for the concept was presented in Chapter 3.
Following that, Chapter 4 included the results of an extended design study. Chapter 5
concluded the thesis by stating the contributions and suggesting some future work.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARY MATERIAL AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The previous chapter identified the problem and research objective that this thesis ad-
dresses. Because the objective of the thesis was to develop a rapid conceptual design
methodology for a small launch vehicle powered by hybrid rockets, this chapter was bro-
ken into multiple subsections to review related material and literature. The first section
examined multidisciplinary modeling and simulation approaches as well as some existing
software. Following that, various advanced design methodologies were outlined as pre-
liminary material to assist in the resolution of the problem stated in this thesis. Finally,
an overview of recent studies on launch vehicle conceptual design was provided. The
overarching hypothesis was given at the end of this chapter, which serves as the basis for
establishing the methodology in the following chapter.
2.1 Launch Vehicle Conceptual Design Problem
In general, CDP produces the size, mass, cost, and risk associated with developing a vehicle
within certain constraints such as cost and schedule. Additionally, this phase includes sev-
eral objectives, including requirement definition, design evaluation, cost estimation, design
and technology trade studies, and feasibility assessment [20].
The launch vehicle conceptual design is a highly complicated task requiring the syn-
thesis of numerous disciplines. Historically, the disciplines of interest have varied from
conceptual to detail design phases as illustrated in Figure 2.1 [21]. These disciplines were
traditionally handled by separate teams within an organization.
For an aerospace system, these disciplines typically have competing objectives. Be-
cause a good vehicle design requires a compromise between these objectives, a trade-off
analysis is used to aid in decision-making. To define, a trade-off analysis is a study in which
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Figure 2.1: Disciplines Involved In Aerospace Vehicle Design
engineers define objectives, identify, and compare numerous design alternatives by weigh-
ing the benefits and disadvantages of various designs and architectures. Additionally, these
investigations are used to detect the most sensitive parameters. Structural strength versus
weight, aerodynamics versus structural strength, and structures versus control are some
examples of competing disciplines in aerospace applications [20].
Traditionally, trade-off analysis and decision-making processes have relied heavily on
the experience of engineers in the CDP [15]. However, a quantitative approach is also nec-
essary, with M&S serving as an enabler throughout the conceptual design phase to enable
quantitative evaluation [15]. The following section discusses several M&S approaches for
launch vehicles.
2.2 Multidisciplinary Modeling & Simulation of Launch Vehicles
The majority of crucial decisions affecting the life-cycle costs of a program occur at the
CDP [17]. Therefore, engineers are continually looking for ways to model complex and
costly systems, such as a launch vehicle, without producing expensive prototypes. Apply-
ing M&S early in a project enables them to decide whether to continue with the project
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without devoting more resources. The primary functions of M&S throughout the concept
development phase are to evaluate alternatives, to visualize new concepts, and to evaluate
effectiveness [20].
Some of the benefits of using M&S for conceptual design were summarized as follows
[20];
• Reduce the time required to complete trade studies
• Eliminate some flawed solutions, thereby lowering quality costs
• Identify potential solutions
• Test concepts before putting them into operation
• Understand system behavior
• Enhance analysis
• Reduce development costs
There are also some challenges of using M&S. Some of these were listed as follows
[20];
• The difficulty of implementing when the requirements are unknown in the early
phases of a project
• Increasing development times
• Effects of hidden and significant assumptions
• The difficulty of collecting quality data
• Technological limitations
• Large resource requirements
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For a launch vehicle conceptual design, the disciplines to model and simulate are se-
lected depending on the problem and mission. NASA divided a launch vehicle conceptual
design problem into smaller problems as shown in Figure 2.2 [18]. The primary disciplines
for an ascent problem were outlined as trajectory, aerodynamics, propulsion, weight, and
heating if an air-breather engine is included. The key disciplines in this thesis were tra-
jectory, aerodynamics, propulsion, and weight because a hybrid rocket propulsion system
was studied. The modeling approaches for each of these disciplines were discussed in the
subsections that followed.
Figure 2.2: Breakdown of the System Design Problem Into Smaller Problems for a Launch
Vehicle
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2.2.1 Launch Vehicle Performance Analysis
The objective of CDP is to generate a small number of candidate vehicles from a large
number of options. To achieve this goal, the performances of many different vehicles must
be evaluated and compared. However, there is no precise closed-form equation for analyz-
ing launch vehicle performance [20]. Two most common approaches for evaluating launch
vehicle performance were discussed in the subsections that follow.
The Tsiolkovsky Rocket Equation
The Tsiolkovsky equation, commonly known as the ideal rocket equation, is a simple model
for determining the performance of space vehicles. This equation was provided in Equa-
tion 2.1 [22].




Ueq = Ispge (2.2)
where;
4Videal: The ideal change in velocity that the vehicle could achieve
minitial: Initial mass of the vehicle
mfinal: Final mass of the vehicle
Ueq: Equivalent exhaust velocity
Isp: Specific impulse
ge: Gravitational acceleration of the Earth
This model provides a simple relationship between three important disciplines: vehicle
performance, weight, and propulsion. However, it does not represent aerodynamics which
is very crucial when comparing vehicle concepts with different architectures. This model
cannot estimate the real performance of a launch vehicle since it neglects all velocity losses
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occurring during launch. The ideal 4Videal of a vehicle can be calculated with the model
provided in Equation 2.3 correctly [23]:
4Videal = 4Vmission +4Vthrustloss +4Vdragloss + Vgravityloss (2.3)
In this equation, 4Vmission is the required velocity change to insert the vehicle into an
orbit. The three loss terms are dependent on the vehicle trajectory. 4Vthrustloss contains
two loss mechanisms related to thrust; a thrust loss due to the atmospheric pressure at the
nozzle exit, and a thrust loss due to steering. 4Vdragloss represents the velocity loss spent
for opposing drag forces. 4Vgravityloss is the velocity loss that is spent to fight gravity. If
these losses can somehow be calculated, then the actual performance of a vehicle can be
calculated correctly as well. However, one of the difficulties inherent in launch vehicle
design is accurately and rapidly computing these path-dependent terms.
Review of Empirical Performance Data for Launch Vehicles
Using historical data to evaluate a vehicle’s performance is one approach if there is any
reliable data available. There is some historical 4Videal data accessible in the literature
for certain launch vehicles. For the class of medium and heavy launch vehicles, such data
were compiled and summarized in [23]. Additionally, some useful empirical relationships
for evaluating the performance of launch vehicles were developed using historical data in
this study. The majority of the4Videal data was found to be distributed between 10000 and
14000 m/s. It was worthwhile to consider whether utilizing empirical relationships derived
from these data to evaluate small vehicle performance is a good approach.
Empirical relationships are not usually suitable for extrapolation, but they are used for
interpolation to ensure accuracy. Therefore, relying on these relationships may result in an
erroneous assessment of the performance of SLV. Any empirical relationship to estimate
performance should be obtained using data from this class of vehicles. SLV, on the other
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hand, are relatively new concepts, with only a handful operating vehicles to date. Several
companies are currently developing some SLV, however no performance data for these
vehicles has been disclosed due to confidentially. Due to a lack of historical data, it is not
possible to derive new empirical relationships for these vehicles.
2.2.2 Trajectory Analysis
Because the preceding approaches were insufficient for this problem, this section examined
a physics-based approach. The trajectory is defined as the time-dependent path followed
by a launch vehicle. The equations of motion that define the trajectory of a vehicle are
fundamentally nonlinear ordinary differential equations that require numerical integration.
A trajectory simulation establishes a parametric framework for simulating the vehicle’s
configuration, forces, atmospheric properties, basic control laws, and mission profile [20].
After establishing this framework, the optimal orbital trajectory can be identified by trajec-
tory optimization, which is performed by incorporating an optimization algorithm into the
simulation. The analysis performed with the integrated simulation and optimizer is known
as “trajectory analysis”. Trajectory analysis is the most effective method of quantifying
launch vehicle performance, and it is crucial because it serves as a link between vehicle
concept and performance [24].
The following are the basic applications of trajectory analysis [20]:
• Calculating the maximum payload mass that can be carried to the desired orbit
• Analyzing the impact of a design change to a subsystem on the overall performance
of the vehicle
• Optimizing the performance of an upper stage
• Choosing a launch window
• Examining how the atmosphere influences the performance of the launch vehicle
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The trajectory analysis approaches were discussed in the following subsections. [23]
classified trajectory performance modeling methodologies into five broad categories:
Numeric
Numerical modeling integrates the equations of motion subject to some control laws. Be-
cause a trajectory simulation solves equations of motion, a numerical integration is re-
quired, with numerical integration methods classified as shooting and collocation. Shoot-
ing is used at each time step to update the state vector based on derivative information from
previous time steps. The Euler and Runge Kutta methods are two well-known shooting
methods. Collocation, on the other hand, computes the system’s state using an interpolat-
ing function. [23].
Algorithms for trajectory optimization are often classified into two categories: global
and local methods. The benefit of a global method is that it can calculate the global near-
optimal, but the main disadvantage is the time required to run such algorithms. Some of
the global methods are the genetic algorithm, particle swarm, ant colony optimization, and
simulated annealing. Local methods, on the other hand, are relatively computationally
inexpensive, but they may get stuck in local optima. Line search, Thrust Region, Simplex,
and SQP methods are examples of direct methods [25].
There are two types of local methods: direct and indirect. The direct method converts an
optimal control problem into a nonlinear programming problem. These methods are simple
to implement. The key disadvantage is that solutions may be sub-optimal. The indirect
approaches, on the other hand, use the Calculus of Variations to solve the optimal control
problem. While indirect approaches are difficult to implement, they can yield accurate
results [23].
The advantage of numerical modeling is the high fidelity it offers; yet, numerical mod-
els can be computationally expensive [23].
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Analytic
Analytic models are composed of equations in closed form. The Ideal Rocket Equation is
an example of a closed-form analytic model. At times, analytical models can be extremely
accurate. For example, in exoatmospheric applications, the Ideal Rocket Equation can be
accurate. However, the assumptions used to develop the Ideal Rocket Equation are invalid
for atmospheric flight. Indeed, there is no closed-form equation that accurately describes
the performance of a launch vehicle in atmospheric flight [20].
Empiric
Empiric models are basically statistical regression equations. These models are derived
using some historical data. They have the advantage of being able to perform rapid per-
formance evaluations. The disadvantage is that these models are erroneous when used for
extrapolation.
Heuristic
A heuristic model is a simplified or rough calculation found in the literature. These models
are used to quickly assess performance, although they are insufficiently precise [23]. Fur-
thermore, such rough estimations for advanced vehicles may not be found in the literature.
Hybrid
Hybrid models are a mix of the models that have already been defined. In launch vehi-
cle ascent performance modeling, for example, a combination of analytic and numerical
models is typically utilized.
Objective Functions and Constraints in Launch Vehicle Trajectory Optimization
Similar to any other constrained optimization problem, trajectory optimization necessitates
the determination of objective functions, inequality constraints, and equality constraints
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based on the space mission requirements. Because these functions typically incorporate
some parameters of a vehicle’s or mission’s performance such as target orbit’s parameters
and Gross Take-Off Mass, this section covered the most frequently used objective functions
and constraints. [26] categorized objective functions based on the type and quantity as
shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Objectives for Trajectory Optimization
The first type of objectives was Mayer which are functions of state variables at the end
of a trajectory [26]:
1. Time
In trajectory optimization problems, time refers to the amount of time a vehicle
spends in space. Minimization of time is sometimes used as the objective.
2. Velocity increment
The objective can be the minimization of the velocity increment or the sum of the
velocity increments in multiple phases.
3. Initial and terminal conditions
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The terminal and initial conditions are generally defined as constraints. Nevertheless,
certain studies define constraints as objectives. The remainder of this thesis study
addressed initial and terminal conditions as constraints rather than objectives.
The second type of objective was Lagrange. These are integrals of inputs or state vari-
ables in the trajectory.
1. Acceleration
Occasionally, the cost function to be minimized is the integration of the square of the
spacecraft acceleration within the transfer trajectory.
2. Fuel mass
Along with velocity and acceleration, fuel mass is also used as a proxy for energy.
Scalarization:
Scalarization combines multiple objectives into a single function by multiplying each
of them with weights. Weights are assigned in accordance with the relative importance
of each objective. Several cost function models developed by scalarization were shared in
Table 2.1 [26]:
Table 2.1: Modified Cost Functions
Scalarization Modified Cost Function
Sum method J =
∑n
i=1 Ji
Weighted sum method J =
∑n
i=1 αiJi










Next, several recent studies on multistage launch vehicle trajectory optimization were
reviewed to identify various often used objective functions and constraints.
In [14], with gravity turn, maximum dynamic pressure, and orbital parameters con-
straints, the propellant consumption was minimized as an objective. In [27], the maximum
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mass of the payload injected into the target orbit was included in the single objective func-
tion. Maximum dynamic pressure, maximum axial overload, and maximum attack angle
were used as inequality constraints in this study, while orbital altitude, orbital inclination,
orbital eccentricity, and flight path angle were used as equality constraints at the injection
positions.
In [28], the objective was to obtain the maximum amount of orbital energy possible. Af-
terwards, the final time was adjusted to achieve the desired orbital energy. This adjustment
was equivalent to maximizing the mass (while decreasing the amount of fuel consumed) in
a particular orbit for free terminal time. At perigee, terminal constraints were specified in
terms of inclination, perigee radius, and flight path angle.
In [29], the objective was to maximize the final mass. The terminal constraints were
specified in terms of desired inclination, perigee radius, and apogee radius at the final orbit
perigee point. Constraints on apogee radius were quantified in terms of desired orbital
energy for a given perigee radius. Additionally, because the constraints were expressed in
terms of perigee conditions, an additional constraint requiring a zero flight path angle was
imposed.
In [30], the minimization of the gross launch mass was the objective. Orbital insertion
velocity, final altitude, axial overload, normal overload, maximum dynamic pressure, upper
stage burning time, nozzle exit diameter, thrust to weight ratio, grain fineness, rocket motor
mass, rocket motor diameter, and total launch vehicle length were all inequality constraints.
Zero angle of attack and zero flight path angle were the equality constraints.
[31] which was a survey of launch vehicle MDO methods, included several examples
of common constraints used in trajectory optimization problems. Some mission speci-
fications, such as desired orbit, payload mass, and gross lift-off weight (GLOW), were
examples of equality constraints, while some of the inequality constraints were maximum
chamber pressure, maximum load factor, or minimum nozzle exit pressure. The objective
used in this study was to minimize the dry weight.
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In [32], the objective was to maximize payload mass while meeting the inequality con-
straints of dynamic pressure, bending load, heat flux at fairing jettisoning, axial accelera-
tion, and pitch-over rate. The assigned orbital radius (perigee and apogee) and assigned
orbital inclination were both equality constraints.
In [33], for a fixed payload and a given launch vehicle configuration, the objective
was to maximize orbit altitude. Orbit insertion velocity, axial overload, normal overload,
maximum dynamic pressure, and maximum angle of attack were the inequality constraints,
while zero angle of attack and zero orbit insertion angle were the equality constraints.
In [34], both single-objective and multi-objective optimization problems were solved.
The objective was to minimize the gross mass in the single-objective problem. The multi-
objective function was constructed using the weighted sum of the standard deviations of
the height, velocity, and flight path angle at the injection point. The inequality constraints
included orbital height deviation from the desired value, orbital velocity deviation from
the desired value, path angle deviation from the desired value, angle of attack during ma-
neuvering phase, angle of attack in the first stage separation, maximum dynamic pressure,
aerodynamic load indicator (the multiplication of dynamic pressure and angle of attack).
Finally, in [35], the objective function of the optimization was to minimize the launch
weight. The inequality constraints included dynamic pressure, normal overload, angle of
attack.
Challenges of Trajectory Optimization
The performance analysis of a vehicle is the primary focus during the conceptual design
phase, despite the fact that trajectory optimization is an intermediate step in calculating
performance. In fact, the problem of trajectory analysis in the context of launch vehicle
design is one difficulty of launch vehicle conceptual design [24].
One challenge with trajectory optimization is that it is a computationally expensive
analysis. Traditionally, subject experts perform trajectory optimization one at a time for
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each vehicle concept, limiting the number of vehicles evaluated in a limited amount of
time. If hundreds of vehicles must be traded-off during the conceptual design phase, the
schedule may not allow for such extensive trajectory optimization.
Another problem is that a high fidelity trajectory analysis (e.g., with a 6 DOF trajectory
simulation) generates a large number of outputs, some of which may be unnecessary dur-
ing the conceptual design phase. Because the primary concern is only basic performance
estimates, the use of project resources for this type of costly analysis may be questionable
in the early design phases.
Trajectory optimization becomes extremely expensive, especially when global opti-
mization methods such as genetic algorithms are involved, despite the fact that global opti-
mizers yield near-optimal solutions. If a gradient-based optimization approach is utilized,
the solution may get stuck in a local optima for non-convex problems. In this case, the
calculated local optimum may not provide a reliable estimate of vehicle performance. As a
result, this analysis always requires a trade-off between accuracy and speed, which necessi-
tates a comprehensive understanding of the optimization area as well as significant analysis
times.
There are significant epistemic uncertainties in the conceptual design phase due to a
lack of information about the system. Because many of the vehicle design parameters are
updated as the subsystem designs evolve in the preliminary design phase, the optimum
control design may not be as beneficial as intended in subsequent design design phases. In
fact, performing a trajectory optimization at the preliminary design phase, when only a few
vehicles are evaluated, may be more efficient.
These challenges with trajectory optimization can be solved by trajectory engineers
with sufficient computational resources and long analysis times to optimize the trajectories
of various concepts. When time restrictions exist during the conceptual design process, a
low-fidelity trajectory simulation, such as a 3 DOF simulation with a point-mass assump-
tion, is frequently employed to speed up the analysis. Additionally, using a constant con-
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troller design may be one way to conduct this study quickly. However, the effect of using
a constant controller design on the performance evaluation of vehicles must be thoroughly
examined. If employing a constant controller enables an acceptable design trade-off, it may
be used to reduce the analysis’s run-time requirements.
Trajectory Optimization Software
This section summarizes several of the most commonly used trajectory optimization soft-
ware.
Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST)
The Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST) was originally written in
FORTRAN in the 1970s for the purpose of optimizing the trajectory of the Space Shuttle.
Since then, various versions with enhanced features have been developed. POST is capa-
ble of simulating and optimizing 3 DOF and 6 DOF trajectories for a variety of aerospace
vehicles. POST utilizes the direct shooting method to integrate the trajectory in time [36].
Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation (OTIS)
OTIS was developed by the Boeing Company in the 1980s and has since been updated.
OTIS contains propulsion, weights, atmosphere, and aerodynamics models. 6 DOF sim-
ulations are performed for vehicle models. Although shooting is an option, OTIS solves
nonlinear programming problems primarily through nonlinear programming and colloca-
tion [37].
AeroSpace Trajectory Optimization Software (ASTOS)
ASTOS was initially designed for trajectory optimization. It now offers modules for
various analysis, simulation, and design capabilities throughout the project life cycle. AS-
TOS has capabilities for launch vehicle development that include performance analysis,
multi-disciplinary and detailed design optimization, flexible multi-body dynamics and slosh-
ing, 6 DOF closed-loop simulation, guidance, navigation, and control design [38].
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Sparse Optimal Control Software (SOCS)
SOCS was developed by Boeing to solve optimal control problems. Trajectory opti-
mization is one of the applications. Sparse Nonlinear Programming software, which is
included with SOCS, makes use of sparse linear algebra technology to tackle very large
optimization problems considerably more rapidly than traditional methods [39].
2.2.3 Aerodynamics Modeling
A launch vehicle is subjected to a variety of atmospheric conditions, which have a signif-
icant impact on its aerodynamic behavior and challenging to model because all subsonic,
transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flight regimes must be modelled.
The methods to perform the aerodynamic analysis were summarized below [40]:
• Data-sheet Methods:
Because of their complexity, the Navier-Stokes equations are difficult to solve. Using
experimental data to construct an aerodynamic coefficient database is one method.
This method is effective for evaluating the performance of conventional concepts but
may not allow for the assessment of aerodynamic trade-offs of advanced vehicles.
• Analytical Methods:
Under certain assumptions, analytical formulas can be derived to estimate aerody-
namic coefficients. An example of an analytical method is the lifting-line theory.
While this method enables rapid, parametric, and straightforward analysis, it has
some drawbacks. It cannot be employed, for example, with compressible or vis-
cous flows. Corrective factors are introduced into analytical formulas in this case.
Building empirical or semi-empirical relationships based on experimental data, ob-
servations, and correction factors is another method of creating analytical formulas.
These formulas are widely employed during the early phases of design since they are
computationally efficient.
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Vehicle aerodynamics analysis can be conducted using a variety of available analytic
models from the literature, each with varying levels of detail and accuracy. Fur-
thermore, these models involve all flight regimes. With these analytic models, it is
possible to quickly assess the drag and lift coefficients, the center of pressure, and
normal forces for a body alone or a body with wings and aerodynamic control sur-
faces. Some aerodynamic modeling approaches can be found in [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45].
• Computational Fluid Dynamics Methods:
CFD methods are more complex than the previously mentioned methods since they
require meshing and numerical resolutions. The main advantage of CFD methods
is that they can overcome some limitations that other methods are subject to. CFD
can handle advanced vehicles while allowing detailed trade-offs. However, they are
computationally expensive.
Using empirical formulas at the conceptual design level and for design space exploration
greatly expedite the analysis. When employing analytical methods, drag is often divided
into multiple components, as summarized below. Various models for each of these compo-
nents can be found in the literature. Each of these components is briefly summarized in the
next section [40].
Drag decomposition;





1. Skin friction and form drag
The form drag occurs because of the surface pressure imbalance around a body which
is integrated to calculate the form drag. This term is affected by the body shape, the angle
of attack, and shocks. Skin friction occurs because of the shear stress acting in the drag
direction. The skin friction drag depends on the smoothness of the surface and the size of
the wetted area.
In the literature, two main methods are commonly used to estimate these components:
the equivalent skin-friction method and the component buildup method. The first method
assumes that the form drag is a small percentage of the skin friction. The component
buildup method is more precise and estimates the drag coefficient of each component inde-
pendently. Contrary to the equivalent skin-friction method, the component buildup method
can enable geometry optimization and trade-off studies.
Induced drag
Wing-tip vortices result in an additional pressure drag component called induced drag.
Prandtl’s lifting line theory, the vortex lattice method, and the Weissinger nonlinear lifting
line model are some methods used to estimate this component. Simplest methods models
the induced drag as a function of lift coefficient and aspect ratio. Also, there are several
empirical models available in the literature.
Interference drag
The total drag of combined bodies is greater than the sum of its components’ drag. The
interference drag is defined as pressure drag due to the mixing of flow fields around each
component.
Wave drag
At supersonic speeds, shock waves form a pressure pattern with a significant pressure
difference in the drag direction. The wave drag is generated by the integration of this
pressure difference throughout the entire body. This drag coefficient is composed of two
components: zero-lift wave drag and lift-induced wave drag. Preliminary supersonic drag
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analyses are often based on linearized or modified linearized methods.
Aerodynamics Analysis Software
This section described several commonly used aerodynamics analysis software.
Aerodynamics Preliminary Analysis System
This software was created by Rockwell for NASA’s Langley Research Center. At sub-
sonic and supersonic speeds, the software is based on potential theory, whereas at hy-
personic speeds it is based on impact theory. Although APAS is not very successful at
transonic speeds, approximate transonic solutions can be produced by patching sonic and
supersonic aerodynamics predictions. APAS is capable of doing rapid analysis on a broad
variety of vehicle shapes [46]. As an illustration, APAS was utilized in [47] to analyze
aerodynamics.
Missile DATCOM
Missile DATCOM which belongs to the US Air Force includes semi-empirical rela-
tionships and provides the users with the capability of aerodynamics modeling of different
vehicle configurations easily. This software which was developed in the past to model mis-
sile aerodynamics contains some semi-empirical relationships. However, one significant
limitation that should be mentioned is that DATCOM does not permit modeling boosters
[48].
Missile DATCOM was utilized in several thesis studies and papers for conceptual de-
sign of launch vehicles such as [24], [49], [50], [51], [14], [30], [33], [34].
Some Property Software
In [52], The drag and lift coefficients were calculated using the ONERA code MISSILE.
To estimate the aerodynamic forces and coefficients of various launch vehicle geometries,
this software uses a simplified aerodynamics theory and an experimental database.
AeroDsn is yet another software program utilized in [53] and [54]. It is possessed by the
United States Army and is used in the preliminary design of conventional missile designs.
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Its primary function is to compute the aerodynamics of wings or tails, or both, added to a
cylindrical-shaped body using a combination of theoretical and empirical data [55].
In [47], a property software; The HADES V15.0 platform which integrates several
technical and economic modules within a system optimization loop was used. Propulsion,
structure, aerodynamics, trajectory optimization, and cost are the primary disciplines cov-
ered in this platform.
Some Sizing and Synthesis Software Including Aerodynamics Analysis Capability
[56] presents an overview of some software programs for sizing and synthesis that
include aerodynamics analysis capabilities. The Optimal Design Integration is one of these
softwares (ODIN). ODIN was created in the 1970s as a software for sizing and synthesis of
reusable launch vehicles. It encompasses a number of disciplines, including aerodynamics,
thermodynamics, propulsion, weights, structure, aeroelasticity, economics, and stability.
The software enables rapid problem formulation and automated exploration of the design
space.
Aerospace Vehicle Interactive Design (AVID), like ODIN, is an integrated environment
used for conceptual and preliminary design. Geometry, aerodynamics, propulsion, weight,
performance, and economics are some of the disciplines covered. This program can assess
a variety of vehicle concepts, including launch vehicles.
The Hypersonic Air Vehicle Optimization Code (HAVOC) performs aerodynamics anal-
ysis for a variety of vehicles, including launch vehicles. HAVOC consists of structural
analysis, aerodynamics, and weight disciplinary models. FASTPASS (Flexible Analysis
for Synthesis, Trajectory, and Performance for Advanced Space Systems) was developed
recently to optimize vehicle design and mission requirements. Its objective is to automate
the optimization process during vehicle sizing and performance assessment. Aerodynam-
ics, propulsion, trajectory, structures, and weights are some of the disciplines covered [56].
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2.2.4 Hybrid Rocket Propulsion Modeling
The three approaches for evaluating rocket engine performance were provided in [40] as
follows:
• Single Parameter Approach
The weight or engine performance is only dependent to a few parameters in this
approach, such as the thrust required at sea level. The model is constructed using
historical data and surrogate models. These methods are extremely quick, simple to
build, and require only a few inputs. Nonetheless, their accuracy may be limited.
• Component-Based Approach
In this method, the weight and characteristics of each component are estimated first
and then integrated to estimate engine performance. In general, the computation time
is significant.
• Cycle Parameters-Based Approach
The main cycle parameters, such as the mass flow rate and the thrust required at sea
level, are used in this method. In order to match the engine weight, it employs both
historical data and correlation factors. This method offers a balance between the
accuracy of the component-based method and the simplicity of the single parameter
method.
Propulsion Analysis Software for Rocket Engines
Component-based software produces highly accurate results, but it is quite slow to run and
computationally expensive in general. Cryogenic Rocket Combustion (CryoROC) is soft-
ware that analyzes complex flows in cryogenic hydrogen/oxygen rocket engines’ combus-
tion chambers and nozzles. The Rocket Combustion Flow Analysis Module (ROCFLAM)
is another code that analyzes flow phenomena in thrust chambers [40].
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Some software programs for engine performance analysis, such as Rocket Propulsion
Analysis (RPA), Cpropep, and Redtop, use the cycle parameters-based method. The main
inputs of these software are propellants, combustion chamber pressure, and nozzle area
ratio, and outputs are the optimal mixture ratio, exit speed, thrust coefficients, and specific
impulse as a function of altitude. However, there are no software packages that satisfy all
of the requirements for rocket engines [40].
2.2.5 Weight Modeling
Weight estimation is difficult in the early stages of design due to a lack of knowledge
about a system and its subsystems. The Fixed-Fraction method, the Statistical Correlation
method, and the Point Stress Analysis method are the three basic methods for weight esti-
mation. However, none of these models are capable of modelling chemical rocket engines.
Because hybrid rocket propulsion is a relatively new propulsion technology, physics-based
modeling for weight and performance estimation is required. [40] developed a method for
calculating the weight of a hybrid motor. A hybrid rocket motor was decomposed into
its components, including a tank for the liquid oxidizer, a tank for the pressurization gas,
a combustion chamber storing the solid fuel grain protected by internal insulation, and a
nozzle assembly. After calculating the masses of each component using parametric equa-
tions, the overall mass of a hybrid motor was computed by summing the masses of all mass
components. This method, however, relied on some many assumptions.
Another method is to use the Propellant Mass Fraction (PMF) variable to model weight.
When there is a lack of knowledge about the the propulsion system during the conceptual
design phase, this variable can represent weight at a high level. Using PMF is particularly
advantageous for trade-off analyses in design. After selecting a feasible vehicle design
from the design space, the associated PMF value for the propulsion system can be defined
as a requirement. Similarly, the Inert Mass Fraction (IMF) can be utilized for the same
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PMF : Propellant Mass Fraction
IMF : Inert Mass Fraction
mp: Usable Propellant Mass
mi: Stage Inert Mass
2.3 Advanced Design Methods as Enablers for Rapid Launch Vehicle Conceptual
Design
The launch vehicle conceptual design trade-off is challenging, especially when the design
space is large and the multidisciplinary models and simulations are computationally expen-
sive. Traditionally, the conceptual design approach is a point design process where design
space is explored manually around only a few concepts [17]. When the design space is
small and an organization’s expertise and data are sufficient for designing the vehicle, the
traditional approach may be useful. This approach, however, may not be practical when
exploring a very large design space for an advanced concept. As a result, state-of-the-art
methods in systems design, called “Advanced Design Methods” evolved, introducing some
approaches from other disciplines such as operation research, biology, and control theory
into aerospace system design [15],[17]. The next section discusses some advanced design
methods that can be used to speed the design trade-off process.
DOE and surrogate models are two key enablers of advanced design methods. These
aren’t optimizers; instead, they break down difficult optimization problems into smaller
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pieces that optimization methods can handle [21].
Design of Experiments (DOE)
DOE is typically used to sample a design space such that maximum information related to
the design space can be extracted with a minimum effort [17]. Surrogate models can be
created using the design points obtained using a DOE. There is usually a trade-off between
the experimental expense and the design space covered in DOE applications [57].
Some commonly used DOE methods are classical techniques such as Central Compos-
ite Design, Box-Behnken Design, Full Factorial Design, and Fractional Factorial Design
[21]. These designs generate points at the design space’s corners and extremes. As a result,
they could put computer codes at risk of crashing. Other techniques include more re-
cent DOE techniques such as Quasi-Monte Carlo, Latin Hypercubes, and Sphere-Packing,
which are referred to as Space Filling Designs. These designs generate more points in the
design space’s interior space, making them more suitable for computer coding. Several
DOE types have been summarized briefly below [17].
Full Factorial Design
A full factorial design is the simplest type of DOE. The number of design points is equal
to the product of the levels for each factor, and typically two or three level full factorial
designs are used. The advantage of a full factorial design is that it is orthogonal; however,
the disadvantage is that it produces an extremely large number of cases in more than a few
dimensions. Additionally, this method cannot be used to study the interior of the design
space.
Central Composite Design
A full-factorial design is augmented with a center point and two additional points for
each factor, resulting in a total of five levels. Although this design necessitates a high
number of design points, it is advantageous in some applications due to its ability to cover
a large amount of design space. This design has the advantage of being orthogonal. The
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disadvantage is that modeling and simulation codes may be unable to run at the design’s
extreme points [17].
Box-Behnken Design
Because these designs do not contain any corners, they are ideal for computer applica-
tions, as they prevent the code from crashing. The advantages of this design are that it is
orthogonal and requires fewer cases than the DOE mentioned previously. The disadvantage
is that the design space’s corners are insufficiently covered [17].
Space Filling Design
For computer experiments, it is common to use space-filling designs that equally cover
the design space. These DOE designs can be advantageous, particularly during the early
phases of design, when the form of a surrogate model is unknown [58]. The advantages of
this design are that it covers a greater number of interior points and requires fewer cases
than the DOEs mentioned previously. However, these are not orthogonal designs [17].
Some of these DOE methods were illustrated in Figure 2.4 [17].
Figure 2.4: Some Types of Design of Experiments
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Surrogate Modeling Methods
Surrogate models are approximations of complex models obtained through function fitting
[15]. Surrogate modeling is used to accelerate analysis in aerospace engineering appli-
cations. The classification of surrogate models is illustrated in Figure 2.5 [17]. Several
methods for surrogate modeling are summarized below.
Figure 2.5: Taxonomy of Surrogate Modeling Methods
Response Surface Equations
Response Surface Equations (RSE) are obtained by using multiple linear regression
methods which use variations of the least squares method to obtain nth order polynomial fits
for the responses. The structure of the equation is shown in Figure 2.6 where ε represents a
normally distributed random error with mean zero and standard deviation σ, “x” represents
the independent variables and “b” represents the regression coefficients.
Figure 2.6: Structure of the Response Surface Equation
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Artificial Neural Networks
This method simply mimics the neurons in the brain. The input layer, hidden layer, and
output layer of a feed-forward neural network model were illustrated in Figure 2.7 [21]. A
node fits a model, for example, multiple linear regression, and then transmits the signal to a
nonlinear or linear function. ANN is an extremely flexible method for dealing with highly
nonlinear data. These models, on the other hand, are complex to interpret.
Figure 2.7: Sample Neural Diagram








wijxj + βj (2.7)
where,
α, w, and β are unknown values that represent the weights and bias terms
φ(x): transfer or activation function such as tanh, linear or gaussian functions
Radial basis functions with various kernels (RBF)
RBF approximations are classified as generalized linear models. They differ from the
RSE in terms of the basis functions they utilize. A radial basis function of the following
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K(||x− x(i)||) is a RBF,
α = [α1 α2 α3 ... αn] denotes a vector with undetermined weights
Linear splines, cubic splines, multi-quadratics, thin-plate splines, and Gaussian func-
tions are all common choices for the RBF. In machine learning literature, the basis function
K is also called a kernel. This method is frequently used to interpolate data, but it can
also be formulated in a variety of ways and with secondary tuning parameters to perform
regression [21].
Support vector machines (SVM)
Typically, SVM regression includes minimization of an ε-insensitive loss function;
n∑
i=1
|y(i) − ŷ(x(i), α)|ε (2.9)
where,
|y(i) − ŷ(x(i), α)|ε =

0, if |y(i) − ŷ(x(i), α)| < ε
|y(i) − ŷ(x(i), α)| − ε, otherwise
(2.10)
ε is a parameter that is determined according to the level of error/noise expected in the
outputs.
This technique enables the combination of multiple models with important data subsets
(the so called support vectors). Multiple-dimensional problems involving massive amounts
of data can be fairly efficiently solved [21].
Kriging and its derivatives
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In general, this approach requires fine-tuning a large number of hyperparameters that
impact the curvature and, potentially, the degree of regression. This technique can be
computationally costly when dealing with big data sets with multiple dimensions.
Sensitivity Profiling
The sensitivity is a partial derivative of a response with respect to the design variables.
Sensitivities are generally represented by using sensitivity profilers which show the rela-
tionships and trends of a parameter. They are used to visualize the design space and analyze
how strongly a design variable affects a response dynamically. Figure 2.8 illustrates sensi-
tivity profilers [15]. One advantage of surrogate modeling is that surrogate models can be
used to obtain sensitivities to support the trade-off studies.
Figure 2.8: Sensitivity Profilers to Supoort Trade-Off Studies
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2.4 Overview of the Recent Launch Vehicle Design Studies
2.4.1 Overview of the Design Space Exploration Studies
Design Space Exploration (DSE) methods allow a system designer to rapidly and accu-
rately perform trade-off studies and analyze the feasibility of design space. This section
examined some recent studies that were conducted to investigate the design space of a
launch vehicle.
In [24], a methodology called RAPTOR was developed to explore the design space of
launch vehicles. In this study, a physics-based approach using trajectory analysis was used.
First, a control structure was selected to perform trajectory optimization. Next, a set of sta-
tistical methods were selected for performance evaluation where Some DOE and surrogate
modeling methods were investigated. Sample applications that can be implemented using
RAPTOR methodology were also stated, including design space exploration, system op-
timization, and payload contours. The DOE and surrogate modeling approach developed
in RAPTOR may also be useful for the problem in this study. The study, however, only
used continuous design variables, whereas the problem in this thesis includes discrete de-
sign variables such as the number of motors in each stage and the number of stages in the
vehicle.
In [23], a methodology was developed to explore the architecture trades for launch ve-
hicles. Using historical ideal ∆V data of heavy launch vehicles, an empirical modeling
approach was employed. In this study, T/W was selected as the lone regressor. Moreover,
probabilistic analysis was used for decision-making under uncertainty. A specific in-house
high fidelity and multidisciplinary sizing environment were used for sizing the vehicles.
Unless some historical data for small vehicles can be found, the empirical modeling ap-
proach developed in that study cannot be applied to the problem in this thesis.
In [18], the existing toolset was integrated and automated to enable a design space
exploration of an Earth to orbit launch vehicle. The design space of an example problem
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was then explored using RSE and DOE. After the surrogate models were obtained, k-fold
cross-validation was implemented to check the goodness of fits. R2, percent error of the
surrogate model across the entire data set, actual-by-predicted, residual by predicted plots
were also used to check the models. The sensitivity profilers were used to visualize the
sensitivities and identify regions of interest. The number of engines, thrust per engine,
engine ISP, oxidizer to fuel ratio, oxidizer tank cylinder length, max g, and max dynamic
pressure were among the design variables. The payload delivered to orbit was the only
response. An industrial software (POST v2) was used to optimize the trajectory.
In [35], a three-staged solid propulsion-powered vehicle with a payload capacity of 500
kg was investigated. The target orbit was a 500-kilometer circular orbit. To approximate
and replace computationally expensive trajectory analysis, a feed-forward Neural Networks
method was used. Latin Hypercube sampling was used to obtain the data points. The final
velocity, height, and maximum normal overload were among the responses chosen. Grain
shape parameters, flight trajectory parameters, and geometric parameters were included
as design variables. A three-dimensional trajectory analysis was used in this study. The
trajectory was optimized using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm after the
surrogate models were obtained, with the total gross weight of the vehicle being minimized.
2.4.2 Overview of the Hybrid-Powered Launch Vehicle Design Studies
In [59], a methodology for exploring design space was developed for the conceptual design
of a vertically launched hybrid rocket. The study included the development of a swirling-
oxidizer hybrid rocket engine with a single cylindrical grain port and the use of polypropy-
lene as a fuel. Primary disciplines included propulsion, structural weight, trajectory, and
aerodynamics. The vehicle’s performance was estimated using a variety of responses, in-
cluding flight altitude and gross weight. The study used a Multi-Objective Genetic Al-
gorithm to solve the problem of multi-objective design. Two objective functions were
considered: one that maximized flight altitude and another that minimized gross weight
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where there was trade-off between these objectives. The rocket was assumed to have a
point mass. The zero-lift aerodynamics analysis was based on the historical flight data of
a similar rocket developed by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). The design
variables were mass flow oxidizer, fuel length, port radius of fuel, combustion time, com-
bustion chamber pressure, and nozzle aperture ratio. To perform design trade-off studies,
the design space was visualized using a scatter plot of non-dominated solutions.
In [60], a multi-island genetic algorithm (MIGA) was used to optimize a hybrid subor-
bital vehicle. The trajectory was evaluated using a 2 DOF trajectory simulation. Different
gain types were explored, including star port, single circle port, wheel port, and multi-tube,
in order to conduct a parametric analysis on the relationships between propellant combi-
nations, design variables, and vehicle performance. Hydrogen peroxide and Hydroxyl-
Terminated PolyButadiene (HTPB) propellant mixture was used in this study.
In [14], the smallest mass configurations of multistage hybrid rocket-propelled launch
vehicles with various feed systems and propellant combinations were studied. A frame-
work for multidisciplinary design and optimization studies of single-stage suborbital flight
vehicles and two-stage-to-orbit flight vehicles powered by hybrid rocket motors has been
developed. Different vehicle masses and feed system/propellant configurations were com-
pared in terms of relative performance (payload fraction capability). A liquid oxygen and
paraffin-wax-based launcher was observed to be the smallest feasible orbital launch vehi-
cle.
In [12], the three-stage orbital vehicle concept of a private company was summarized.
This small launch vehicle included eleven hybrid motors (seven motors in the first stage,
and four in the second stage). The 75 kN hybrid motors used liquid oxygen and paraffin-
based fuel. A cylindrical grain geometry with a single port was selected. To increase the
payload capacity, a gas generator and turbo pump were used.
In [61], two phases of design informatics were used to create a single-stage launch ve-
hicle powered by a hybrid motor: optimization and data mining. Evolutionary hybrid com-
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putation, which combines a differential evaluation algorithm and a genetic algorithm, was
used to perform multidisciplinary design optimization and data mining. A self-organizing
map was used as a data mining method. Atmospheric effects were not taken into account
during the trajectory analysis. Additionally, the disciplines of propulsion, weight, and aero-
dynamics were included. Aerodynamics was based on historical data of a similar rocket.
Polypropylene was used as the solid fuel and liquid oxygen as the liquid oxidizer. The
design variables included the initial mass flow of oxidizer, the fuel length, the initial radius
of port, the combustion time, the initial pressure in combustion chamber, the aperture ratio
of nozzle, and the elevation at launch time. As a result, design information was gathered
regarding trade-offs and the behavior of design variables.
2.5 First Principles Approach vs Using Available Industrial Software in Conceptual
Design Phase
In practice, the construction of a modeling and simulation environment is heavily reliant
on the software and methodology that a designer is familiar with. If a system designer
has reliable software to model any of these disciplines, it may be a time-efficient approach
to utilize it because designing and validating one software from beginning can be a time-
consuming procedure. However, there are some drawbacks of utilizing industrial software.
First , some of these software have high fidelity and take a long time to execute. Further-
more, due to epistemic uncertainties resulting from a lack of knowledge about a system, it
may not be very efficient to execute these computationally expensive software during the
CDP. Next, specialized software in a company may be calibrated over time for specific
missions or architectures. As a result, they may be insufficient for new missions or ad-
vanced vehicles. Finally, the inner workings of such software are mostly unknown [15]. As
a result, understanding how the code works and the assumptions that this software employs
may be difficult.
The first-principles approach is an alternative to using industrial software during the
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CDP. First-principles are fundamental physics laws, fundamental theories, or relationships
that are well known and acknowledged as correct by engineers. Using first principles pro-
vides the benefit of being aware of the assumptions to be employed, understanding how
a code works, and making any adjustments to mission and vehicle architecture. With this
approach, any fidelity level can be used to code an environment. A parametric and inte-
grated environment can be built using a first-principles approach, which is advantageous
for multidisciplinary problems.
2.6 Observations
• There are some problems with trajectory optimization, both in terms of processing
cost and accuracy. Trajectory optimization becomes extremely expensive when a
global optimization method is used. When a local optimization method is used, the
solution may get stuck in a local optimum, resulting in an inaccurate evaluation of
performance.
• By combining a low-fidelity trajectory simulation and a constant controller design,
the conceptual design trade-off process can be accelerated.
• The problem stated in this thesis has a wide variability due to the architectural design
variables. Additionally, this thesis requires a preconceptual, rapid turnaround study
from an architecting perspective.
• Using legacy software has some drawbacks, such as long run-times due to high fi-
delity, code nontransparency, and inflexibility for new types of architectures and mis-
sions.
• Following a first principles approach can enable the construction of a parametric and
integrated environment capable of modeling new types of missions and architectures.
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• Sensitivity information is highly useful for exploring the design space and conducting
trade-off analyses.
• DOE and Surrogate modeling are two important advanced design methods that can
assist in speeding the design trade-off process in this study.
2.7 Overarching Hypothesis
Based on the observations, the following overarching hypothesis was stated. In the next
chapter, the methods to test this overarching hypothesis were investigated and developed.
Overarching Hypothesis:
Following a first-principles approach for constructing a multidisciplinary M&S, us-
ing a constant controller design in trajectory analysis, and obtaining sensitivities will





The overarching hypothesis was stated as follows in the previous chapter:
Following a first-principles approach for constructing a multidisciplinary M&S, us-
ing a constant controller design in trajectory analysis, and obtaining sensitivities will
enable a rapid conceptual design trade-off study for a small LV with hybrid rocket
propulsion.
The methods for achieving this overarching hypothesis were developed in this chap-
ter. This hypothesis was broken down into three smaller problems, which were solved in
the thesis’s remaining sections. The three objectives goals of this chapter were stated as
follows:
• Discussing which models to use in building the multidisciplinary M&S environment
• Investigating methods for obtaining sensitivities
• Investigating how to conduct a design trade-off study using a constant controller
design in trajectory analysis
3.1 Construction of a Physics-Based Modeling and Simulation Environment
For this problem, propulsion, trajectory, aerodynamics, and weight were the primary dis-
ciplines to be modeled for some reasons. First, propulsion was an essential discipline in
this problem since the feasibility of a launch vehicle design is highly dependent on the
hybrid motor performance. Next, trajectory analysis was crucial for this study since it
is the physics-based bridge between launch vehicle design and vehicle performance [24].
Since simple models such as Ideal Rocket Equation are not accurate enough to evaluate
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the vehicle performance as discussed in the previous section, a physics-based trajectory
analysis was required for this problem. Moreover, as the number of hybrid motors in each
stage and the number of stages in a vehicle vary, the dimensions and flight characteris-
tics of a vehicle substantially vary. Therefore, aerodynamics modeling was also crucial
in this study. Finally, weight discipline is required for any launch vehicle design study.
The weight discipline was represented at a very high level by using the PMF design vari-
able. Other disciplines were regarded secondary for this study and thus not modeled in the
environment.
The previous chapter stated that applying a first principles approach to this problem
has numerous advantages. As a result, the following subsections discussed several first-
principles approaches that have been proposed in the literature.
3.1.1 Review of Aerodynamics Modeling Approaches
There are various available analytic models in literature with varying levels of detail and
accuracy. Also, these models include subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flight
regimes. These models are based on theoretical (such as Slender-body theory), empirical
and semi-empirical methods. It is possible to calculate the drag and lift coefficient, the
center of pressure, and normal forces for body alone or bodies with wings and aerodynamic
control surfaces with these analytic models. Some of these commonly used aerodynamic
models can be found in [41], [42], [43], [44], [45].
A candidate model was identified through a literature search using an analytic model
from a recent study [62]. This model was developed using a hybrid approach that incorpo-
rates components of the models presented in in [41], [44], [43]. The model calculates the
drag coefficient for a SLV with various dimensions, body transitions, and fairing shapes.
This model was validated in the same research by comparing the results to those of a CFD
analysis (conducted with Ansys-Fluent), and the modeling error was found to be minor
[62]. The main assumptions of this model can be summarized as follows;
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• The angle of attack was kept zero by the attitude control system during all the phases
of the mission profile,
• The vehicle did not have any control surfaces and possessed thrust vector capability,
• The vehicle did not have a wing which is the main source for lift generation. As a
result, lift coefficient of the vehicle was assumed to be negligible,
• The main source of interference drag was assumed to be the integration of any boost-
ers. As a result, for a launch vehicle without boosters, this component of drag was
neglected.
Before determining whether to utilize this model, these assumptions must have been
aligned with those of this thesis study. Therefore, these assumptions were discussed first.
The angle of attack is typically maximum during a pitch over maneuver for a conventional
launch vehicle with a typical ascent profile. This maximum angle of attack is typically
small to minimize the vehicle’s aerodynamic loads during atmospheric flight. Indeed, the
angle of attack is close to zero for the majority of a launch vehicle’s typical mission profile.
As a result, the first assumption was reasonable. Following that, the vehicle concept used
in this study was planned to be a vehicle without a wing, control surfaces, or boosters
in order to keep the design as simple as possible in order to reduce any additional cost
and complexity. As a result, the remaining assumptions of [62] were also evaluated to
ensure that they were compatible with the overall design approach used in the thesis. If
any of these assumptions were relaxed, an approach to aerodynamic modeling that is more
rigorous would be used.
A sample vehicle design is illustrated in Figure 3.1, along with the steps for calculating
the drag coefficient components. The main components of this vehicle were fairing, three
stages, and three interstages. With this aerodynamics modeling approach, the individual
drag coefficient for each component can be calculated by following the steps illustrated in
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CDi: Individual component drag coefficient
Aref : Reference area (maximum frontal area)
Ai: Local reference area
For each geometric component i, drag coefficient can be calculated by summing up
skin friction drag coefficient, base drag coefficient, and body pressure drag coefficient as
formulated in Equation 3.2:
Cdi = Cdf + Cdb + Cdp (3.2)
Figure 3.1: Drag Coefficient Modeling Steps
For many reasons, this model was considered advantageous for this thesis research.
First, it allowed comparing different architectures since it models the drag coefficient for
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every component of a launch vehicle separately. For instance, the drag coefficient of a
two-stage or three-stage vehicle can be both calculated with this method.
The second benefit of this model is that it can be used to calculate the drag coefficient
for a variety of fairing geometries, including conical, tangent ogive, secant ogive, L-D
Haack, L-V Haack which were shown in Figure 3.2 [63]. As a result, this modeling method
allowed for the selection of a fairing geometry with a low drag coefficient and a volume
large enough to accommodate the payload.
Figure 3.2: Fairing Shapes
Next, the model also calculates drag coefficient for interstages with various shapes
such as cylindrical, positive and negative body transitions as shown in Figure 3.3. Since
the number of motors was a design variable in this study, the diameters of stages would
substantially vary for every vehicle design. As a result, an interstage may take on any of
these forms. Having the capability to calculate the drag coefficient for each of these body
transitions can help for a more accurate aerodynamics analysis for the vehicle. For this
reason, this model was evaluated to be a suitable model for this study. The details of this
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aerodynamics model were shared in Appendix A.
Figure 3.3: Interstage Shapes (Positive Transition, Negative Transition and Cylindirical
respectively)
3.1.2 Review of Hybrid Propulsion Modeling Approaches
In this part, some hybrid propulsion modeling approaches were reviewed. The first candi-
date modeling approach was based on [40] where some surrogate models were developed
by using a physics-based propulsion design software for evaluation of the performances of
hybrid motors. Some examples of these surrogate models were shown in Figure 3.4 [40].
The surrogate models included commonly used fuels such as HTPB and Paraffin among
others as well as various oxidizers. A wide range of values for the design variables was
used such as Chamber Pressure = [2MPA, 12MPa] and Nozzle Area Expansion Ratio = [5,
200] to obtain these surrogate models. Although these models were shown to accurately
approximate the actual performance results obtained using a physics-based tool for the pre-
defined ranges in the same source; not all the assumptions used to produce these surrogate
models were shared. As a result, the assumptions underlying these surrogate models can-
not be checked for consistency with the problem’s propulsion assumptions. Additionally,
these models are incapable of providing a physical interpretation, which may be necessary
during a vehicle design trade-off study.
Another model was presented in [7] with semi-empirical relationships derived from
the hybrid combustion theory. Therefore, it used a first-principles approach for hybrid
motor performance evaluation. This systematic approach can provide some insight into
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Figure 3.4: Some Examples of Surrogate Models
the physics of the problem during the trade-off studies of hybrid motor performance. In
this analytic model, the simplified version of the fuel regression rate equation was used.
Equation 3.3 combined the effects of axial combustion port location, blowing coefficient,
fuel density, and gas viscosity in a parameter denoted by “a”. The empirical relationships
provided in the literature for various propellant combinations can be used to calculate a and
n. Some values for these constants were shown in Table 3.1 [64].




G0: Oxidizer mass velocity (i.e., the oxidizer mass flow rate divided by the combustion
port cross-sectional area)
a and n: Empirically fitted constants
One important aspect of hybrid propulsion that should be taken into consideration in
this study is that it has a dynamic behavior due to varying mixture ratios. The dynamic
equations were derived only for circular ports in [7]. In this model, the oxidizer flow rate
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Table 3.1: Empirically Fitted Constants for Various Fuels and Liquid Oxidizer
Fuel a n
Paraffin, SP1A 0.488 0.62
HTPB, (Thiokol) 0.146 0.681
HDPE 0.132 0.498
Paraffin, FR5560 + 13 % Nano Al 0.145 0.775
Paraffin, FR4550 0.427 0.748
was constant and fuel flow rate varied with time. This behavior dynamically alters the total
mass flow rate where these dynamic equations were provided in Equation 3.4, Equation 3.5
and Equation 3.6.
Instantaneous fuel flow rate:













































Ri: Initial port radius
N : Number of combustion ports
ṁ0: Oxidizer flow rate
ṁf : Fuel flow rate
ρf : Density of the fuel
L : Length of the fuel grain
t : Time
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a and n : Empirically fitted constants
For simplicity, an average fuel flow rate approximation was used instead of the dynamic
flow rate model. With this approximation, the average flow rate was calculated by following
the steps provided in Equation 3.7, Equation 3.8, Equation 3.9;
Since ṁox is constant;
mox = ṁoxtb (3.7)






tb : Total burn time of the hybrid motor
ṁave : Average propellant flow rate
Another assumption used in this model was a constant specific heat ratio during the
combustion process which directly affects the thrust coefficient. As the masses or mole
fractions of combustion reactants and products change, Cp (specific heat capacity) of the
mixture is expected to vary, resulting in varying specific heat ratio. Similarly, fuel density
in Equation 3.4, Equation 3.5, Equation 3.6 was assumed to be constant. In the CDP, these
assumptions may be acceptable for simplicity although they may not yield a correct analysis
in further design phases. The calculation steps of this model were shown in Figure 3.5.
More details of this model were provided in Appendix B.
The requirements and outputs of the hybrid propulsion model fed to trajectory analysis
and aerodynamics were summarized in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Hybrid Rocket Propulsion Modeling Steps
3.1.3 Review of Trajectory Analysis Tools
Trajectory analysis is composed of two elements: a trajectory simulation and a trajectory
optimizer. It was stated in chapter 2 that using a low fidelity trajectory simulation with a
constant controller design would speed up the trajectory analysis. Developing and validat-
ing a trajectory simulation is a time-consuming process that may not be necessary because
people prefer to use industrial and reliable software. Roketsan (the sponsor company of
these studies) owns a trajectory analysis software that includes both a simulation and an
optimizer, which could be used in this study due to its availability. This software included
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Figure 3.6: Outputs of Hybrid Propulsion Model
a 3 DOF trajectory simulation and a trajectory optimizer based on a genetic algorithm.
This physics-based trajectory simulation used a first-principles approach that integrates
equations of motion with the shooting method. Furthermore, it was not calibrated using
historical data.
Following the selection of all methods and software, the physics-based modeling and
simulation environment was built by integrating the aerodynamics model, the propulsion
model, and the trajectory simulation. This environment’s inputs and outputs were demon-
strated in Figure 3.7.
3.2 Measures of Mission Performance Evaluation
The objective of this study was stated as “Develop a systematic methodology for con-
ducting rapid conceptual design trade-off studies for an expendable small launch vehicle
powered by hybrid rocket technology to determine the feasibility of an orbital launch from
Earth to LEO.” Therefore, a measure of feasibility needs to be defined for this problem.
An orbital feasibility would necessitate an orbital injection with all orbital requirements
met from the perspective of an orbital analyst. As a result, orbital injection necessitates
detailed orbit design and analysis. However, the focus of this study was not on a detailed
orbit design or analysis, but on developing a method to design some launch vehicles that
could basically achieve the desired orbit. After reaching orbit, a small motor, such as a kick












































In orbital mechanics, an orbit can be defined by six classical orbital elements if inertial
speed (V), altitude (h), and the zenith angle (γ) or flight path angle (φ) are known where
these parameters can be calculated using trajectory analysis. These angles were defined in
Figure 3.8 [65].
Figure 3.8: Flight Path Angle φ and Zenith Angle γ
The perigee and apogee altitudes of the reached orbits can be used to assess the feasibil-
ity of an orbital launch, as these parameters are generally high-level mission requirements.
Specific mechanical energy can be another measure of feasibility. This energy is easily
calculated by adding a vehicle’s specific potential and specific kinetic energy. As a result,
these measures may serve as a bridge between the mission feasibility evaluation and a more
detailed orbital analysis, which will be carried out in later design phases. The altitude (h),
speed (V), and flight path angle (φ ) were used to calculate the apogee altitude, perigee
altitude, and specific mechanical energy in the following equations [65].
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The speed, position, and angle of the flight path are used to calculate angular momen-
tum with Equation 3.11:
h = rV cos(φ) (3.11)





The semilatus rectum is used to calculate eccentricity with Equation 3.36;
p = a(1− e2) (3.13)
The semi-major axis and eccentricity can be used to calculate apogee and perigee posi-
tions with Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15;
ra = a(1 + e) (3.14)
rp = a(1− e) (3.15)
Apogee and perigee altitudes can be calculated using the apogee and perigee positions
with Equation 3.16 and Equation 3.17;
ha = ra −REarth (3.16)
hp = rp −REarth (3.17)
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r : Position in the inertial reference frame
V : Speed in the inertial reference frame
h : Specific angular momentum in the inertial reference frame
φ : Flight path angle
e : Eccentricity
a : Semi-major axis
p : Semilatus rectum
ra : Apogee position
rp : Perigee position
ha : Apogee altitude
hp : Perigee altitude
REarth : Radius of the Earth
µEarth : Gravitational parameter of the Earth
ε : Specific mechanical energy
Because the feasibility of an orbital launch is determined by vehicle performance as
measured by h, V, and φ in these equations, the level of accuracy that trajectory analysis
can provide in terms of these parameters is critical, as the accuracy in calculating these
parameters is heavily influenced by the performance of a trajectory simulation (e.g. steady
state errors of the controllers used in trajectory simulation, etc.).
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3.3 Surrogate Modeling of the Modeling and Simulation Environment
The physics-based integrated environment in the previous section was built using an aero-
dynamics modeling approach, a hybrid rocket propulsion modeling approach, and trajec-
tory analysis software. The following were some observations about the run time for this
environment:
• The aerodynamics model was comprised of a number of semi-empirical relationships
that could be evaluated quickly.
• The hybrid rocket propulsion model included a semi-empirical relationship as well
as analytic models that can be quickly evaluated.
• The time required for a trajectory simulation was highly dependent on the software.
The time required to run a trajectory simulation is dependent on the complexity of
the simulation, such as the degree of freedom involved, the complexity of the autopilots,
etc. DOE and surrogate modeling methods were key enablers for speeding up analysis, as
summarized in chapter 1. Surrogate models also allow obtaining the sensitivities easily. As
a result, the surrogate modeling approach was a great fit for this problem, as it allows for
faster analysis and provides a mechanism for obtaining sensitivity information.
Surrogate models are used to mimic a computationally expensive code. There are two
steps to creating a surrogate model. First, some data are gathered using real code, with
DOE methods widely used to obtain these data. The second step is to use these data to fit a
regression model [21]. With this idea, the following research question was stated:
Research Question 1.
To approximate the modeling and simulation environment, which DOE method and
surrogate modeling method should be used?
First, some DOE types were considered in order to obtain some sample data in the
following section. Following that, some regression techniques were evaluated.
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Some important factors to consider when selecting DOE were as follows [17];
• Number of design variables
• Run-times of analysis software
• Accuracy desired
For this study, the number of design variables was ten, as these variables were identified in
the previous section. Due to the relatively long run-time of trajectory simulation compared
to aerodynamics and propulsion models, the run-time of the code developed was expected
to be medium. At some level, accuracy was desired, but very high accuracy is not usually
the primary goal of conceptual studies. Based on these observations, Table 3.2 compared
several DOE methods.
Table 3.2: Comparison of some DOE Methods
Criteria Central Composite Box-Behnken Full Factorial Space Filling
Includes interior points © X X D
Includes corner points D D D ©
Orthogonality D D D X
Number of runs required medium medium high medium
Classical DoE methods, such as Full factorial, Box-Behnken, and Central Composite,
generate points at the extremes [17]. Because they can cover the interior space well, Space
Filling DOE designs are better suited for computer codes. A space-filling DOE, on the
other hand, typically does not adequately cover the corner points. A hybrid approach that
combines two different DOE methods is also an option. As a result, a Space Filling DOE
was combined with a DOE that covers the corner points.
There are numerous types of the space filling DOE, and seven different options to space
filling design were considered, as listed below. Given that this problem involved some dis-
crete variables (i.e., the number of motors and stages), the method chosen must be capable
of dealing with them. Only the fast flexible filling design is capable of handling discrete
variables with an any number of levels.
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• Sphere-Packing Designs
• Latin Hypercube Designs
• Uniform Designs
• Minimum Potential Designs
• Maximum Entropy Designs
• Gaussian Process IMSE Optimal Designs
• Fast Flexible Filling Designs
In Fast Flexible Filling Design, the large number of randomly generated points is clus-
tered into several clusters equal to the designer-specified number of runs using a Fast Ward
algorithm. Several criteria are used to obtain the final design points [66].
To cover the corner points, a full factorial DOE can be used. However, if four or more
levels are used with full factorial, the number of cases for ten design variables becomes
unmanageable. As a result, a three-level full factorial DOE was combined with the Fast
Flexible Filling DOE.
The second part was the selection of a surrogate modeling technique. Two very com-
monly used methods are RSE and ANN. These methods were expected to be suitable for
this problem since they were used for similar problems [23],[24]. These methods were
compared in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Comparison of Surrogate Modeling Techniques
Criteria RSE ANN
Suitability for highly nonlinear problems X D
Number of points needed low high
Simplicity D ©
Suitability to high-dimensions X D
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For a variety of reasons, the modeling and simulation code for this problem is extremely
nonlinear. The nonlinearity is caused by a number of factors, including controller satura-
tion, discontinuities or jumps during stage separation, and equations of motion that are
inherently nonlinear. Additionally, some discrete design variables were incorporated, re-
sulting in data with discontinuities. As a result, it was determined that ANN method was a
better candidate for this problem due to its ability to deal with nonlinearities of this nature.
Based on this evaluation, the following hypothesis was stated:
Hypothesis 1.
A hybrid DOE composed of a Fast Flexible Filling & a Full Factorial DOE combined
with Artificial Neural Networks will provide an effective method for approximating
the M&S environment.
Some measures such as R-Squared, model fit error, model representation rrror, actual by
predicted plot, residual by predicted plot were used in the next chapter to test the goodness
of the fits obtained with the selected approach.
3.4 Specific Mechanical Energy Based Design Trade-Off Method
The overarching hypothesis stated that by employing a constant controller design, the tra-
jectory analysis should speed up. However, if the trajectory is not optimized, a constant
controller design will not result in a target orbit. For instance, in Figure 3.9, an optimized
trajectory was plotted alongside a trajectory obtained using a constant controller design.
In this case, the vehicle with the constant controller design reached an altitude of 280 km
before continuing to fall back to earth rather than approaching the target orbit. This was ex-
pected because the vehicle with the constant controller design did not take the most efficient
trajectory, whereas the vehicle with an optimized trajectory was able to reach the target or-
bit while minimizing energy losses. As a result, determining the actual performance of a
vehicle with a constant controller was challenging.
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Figure 3.9: Optimized Trajectory and Unoptimized Trajectory
Since vehicle design trade-off studies are conducted based on an evaluation of the ve-
hicle’s performance, the following research question was posed in order to investigate how
to conduct a trade-off study using a constant controller design.:
Research Question 2. Without performing trajectory optimization during the concep-
tual design phase, how can a trajectory-based vehicle design trade-off be performed?
As a starting point for the discussion, the specific mechanical energy for the optimized
trajectory was plotted in Figure 3.10. This mission included a coast phase although some
launch vehicles’ mission profiles do not have a coast phase. The atmosphere was accepted
to end at 100 km [67]. Therefore, drag was assumed to vanish above 100 km. Additionally,
because thrust was not created during the coast phase and orbital motion, the specific me-
chanical energy, computed using Equation 3.19, was conserved throughout these phases,
as illustrated in Figure 3.10. At the end of the restart phase, the vehicle achieved a specific










Figure 3.10: Specific Mechanical Energy Plot for the Optimized Trajectory
As a hypothetical situation, assume that a vehicle with a constant controller design
consumes all its fuel at 100 km altitude and has a specific mechanical energy of ε0 at
this altitude, which is exactly equal to the specific mechanical energy requirement of the
target orbit. If the trajectory of this vehicle was optimized, the energy losses would be
reduced, therefore it is expected that this vehicle has a specific mechanical energy provided
in Equation 3.20 when the fuel is consumed;
ε̂ = ε0 + δε (3.20)
where;
δε ≥ 0 (3.21)
This hypothetical situation demonstrates a critical observation. With some carefully op-
timized control variable settings, this vehicle will have a chance of reaching the target orbit,
as its specific mechanical energy will be greater than the target orbit’s specific mechanical
energy requirement. Indeed, due to the extra energy δε, the vehicle will have some propel-
lant remaining when it reaches orbit. This discussion applies to any vehicle that reaches
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an altitude greater than 100 kilometers and has a specific mechanical energy of ε0 when it
consumes all of its fuel.
Assume that such vehicles could be rapidly designed in the CDP. These vehicles can
then be used as design candidates for further analysis and design. The following subsec-
tions examined the flight angle and maximum altitude constraints for these vehicles.
3.4.1 Flight Path Angle Constraint for Target Circular Orbits
The orbit that a vehicle attains when it has a specific mechanical energy ε0 and has con-
sumed all of its fuel above an altitude of 100 kilometers was named the “final orbit” and
was illustrated in green ellipse in Figure 3.11. The target circular orbit was also shown
with a blue circle in the same figure. By orbital mechanics, the final orbit must have an
apogee altitude greater than the target altitude of the circular orbit in order to have the same
specific mechanical energy requirement as the target circular orbit.
Figure 3.11: Final and Target Orbits
The vehicle must not only meet the specific mechanical energy requirement, but also
a flight path angle, in order to reach the final orbit. As a result, investigating the flight
path angle constraint for such a vehicle was critical. Depending on the flight path angle
φ, eccentricity values of the final orbit can be calculated with Equation 3.22 where the
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derivation of this equation was given in Appendix D. In Figure 3.12, eccentricity values
efinal were plotted with respect to hfinal for various flight path angle (φfinal) values. The
circular orbit had a target altitude htarget of 400 km in this plot. The only way to obtain an




1− (REarth + hfinal)(REarth + 2htarget − hfinal)
(REarth + htarget)2
sin2(90◦ − φfinal) (3.22)
where,
φfinal : Flight path angle at the final orbit
REarth : Radius of the Earth
hfinal : Altitude of the vehicle at the final orbit
htarget : Altitude of the vehicle at the target orbit
efinal : Eccentricity of the final orbit
Figure 3.12: efinal vs hfinal
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The perigee and apogee altitudes can be calculated with Equation 3.23 and Equa-
tion 3.24 which were also derived in Appendix D. When the perigee and apogee altitudes
for various flight path angles were plotted as shown in Figure 3.13 for a circular orbit of
400 km altitude, it was observed that the only way to obtain a closed circular orbit was to
have flight path angle of zero. From this discussion, the conclusion was that the flight path
angle when the fuel is consumed must be zero so that the final orbit and the target orbit
have the same specific mechanical energy requirement.
hp,fin = htarg−
√




(REar + htarg)2 − [(REar + hfin)(REar + 2htarg − hfin)]sin2(90◦ − φfin)
(3.24)
where,
φfin : Flight path angle of the vehicle at the final orbit
REar : Radius of the Earth
hfin : Altitude of the vehicle at the final orbit
htarg : Altitude of the vehicle at the target orbit
ha,fin : Apogee altitude of the final orbit
hp,fin : Perigee altitude of the final orbit
3.4.2 Maximum Altitude Constraint for Target Circular Orbits
The previous section stated that the vehicle must reach an altitude greater than 100 kilo-
meters. As a result, 100 kilometers is the vehicle’s minimum altitude requirement. This
section also examined the maximum altitude requirement.
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Figure 3.13: hperigee,final and hapogee,final vs hfinal
The altitude at which Vfinal equals zero (and eccentricity equals one) can be calculated













Using this equation, the maximum altitude was calculated as follows;
hmax,final = REarth + 2htarget (3.26)
This is the maximum altitude which the vehicle should reach when the fuel is con-
sumed. As a result, the vehicle should consume all fuel at an altitude between 100 km and
Rearth + 2htarget. The speed of the vehicle at the final orbit can also be calculated with
Equation 3.27. Vfinal was plotted in Figure 3.14 for the sample problem. The point which
intersects the x axis illustrated the maximum altitude that this vehicle should reach. It was
equal to hmax = 6378 km + 800 km = 7178 km for the sample problem where the target
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REarth + 2htarget − hfinal
(REarth + 2htarget)(REarth + hfinal)
(3.27)
Figure 3.14: Vfinal vs hfinal
3.4.3 Flight Path Angle and Maximum Altitude Constraints for Target Elliptical Orbits
The previous discussion was extended in this section to target elliptical orbits, where the
flight path angle and maximum altitude constraints were investigated. For an elliptical orbit
with a given hp and ha, the semi-major axis can be calculated with Equation 3.28.
a = REarth + 0.5(hp + ha) (3.28)
The specific mechanical energy requirement of an elliptical orbit is equal to the specific
mechanical energy requirement of a circular orbit with a semi-major axis a. Therefore, the
equations Equation 3.22, Equation 3.23, Equation 3.24 that were derived in Appendix D
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using the energy equation for circular orbits were valid for elliptical orbits as well. As a re-
sult, the zero path angle constraint was also valid for target elliptical orbits. In Figure 3.13,
it was observed that any elliptic orbit can be obtained only with a flight path angle of zero.
The specific mechanical energy equation is used to calculate the semi-major axis which











2a = 2(Rearth + htarget) (3.30)
Equation 3.28 can then be used to replace semi-major axis parameter in Equation 3.30.
Subsequently, Equation 3.31 is obtained;
ha + hp − htarget +REarth = 0 (3.31)
Using this equation, three different scenarios were evaluated as follows;
1. If 100km ≤ hfinal ≤ htarget;
hfinal = hp (3.32)
ha = 2htarget − hp = 2htarget − hfinal (3.33)
2. If hfinal = htarget;
hfinal = hp = ha = htarget (3.34)
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3. If htarget < hfinal < REarth + 2htarget;
hfinal = ha (3.35)
hp = 2htarget − ha (3.36)
To summarize, for the target elliptical orbits, the vehicle should have a zero flight path
angle and an altitude between 100 km and hmax = ha + hp +REarth = REarth + 2htarget.
3.4.4 Rapid Vehicle Design Using Specific Mechanical Energy
A rapid design trade-off method was developed in this section. The primary strategy was
to fit surrogate models for final specific mechanical energy and final flight path angle, with
data for fitting the surrogate models obtained by running the DOE cases in the integrated
M&S environment. Subsequently, the sensitivity profilers obtained using these surrogate
models can be used to design some vehicles which meet the constraints defined in the
previous section.
To demonstrate the design trade-off approach, a scenario was created using the DOE
and the cases were run in the M&S environment. The cases that reach an altitude of between
100 km and hmax when all the fuel was consumed were selected. The remaining cases
were considered failed cases from this analysis’s perspective, and thus were not used to fit
surrogate models. A constant controller design was used for all cases. Some ANN models
were fit using the data. The performance of these ANN models were discussed in the next
chapter. Figure 3.15 shows the sensitivity profilers obtained using these ANN models for
two responses; specific mechanical energy and flight path angle. A sample vehicle was
designed by performing a trade-off study with these profilers. The selected design targeted
the specific mechanical energy shown with a red box ( εo = -29.4 MJ/kg for this orbit) and a
zero-flight path angle shown in the blue box. As a result, this design was expected to have
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a chance of reaching the target orbit, as discussed previously.
Figure 3.15: Vehicle Design Example Using Sensitivity Profilers
Because a surrogate model always has some training error, this vehicle cannot have
a specific mechanical energy equal to the predicted energy if trajectory optimization is
performed. As a result, the difference between the predicted specific mechanical energy
value (-29.4 MJ/kg) and the “actual specific mechanical energy” value obtained through
trajectory optimization had to be quantified.
The “actual specific mechanical energy” obtained through trajectory optimization was
expressed in Equation 3.37. In this equation, δtraining represented the training error and δopt
represented the specific mechanical energy savings to be obtained with trajectory optimiza-
tion by minimizing energy losses. The former term, training error may result in an interval
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[α,β] with unknown α and β such that; α, β ∈ R. On the other hand, δopt would always
be greater than zero due to energy savings. α value, in particular, would be of interest
because it represents the lowest energy that this vehicle design can achieve. The closer the
lowest energy is to the target energy εo, the closer the vehicle is to being a feasible design
by making some minor design changes in subsequent design phases.
ε = ε0 + δtraining + δopt (3.37)
δopt ≥ 0 (3.38)
α ≤ δtraining ≤ β (3.39)
β, on the other hand, is of little interest to this study. For instance, a vehicle can
be designed using the surrogate models for a circular orbit with 400 km altitude and it
may end up reaching a circular orbit with 440 km altitude and -29.23 MJ/kg of specific
mechanical energy when the trajectory optimization is conducted. This design is already
feasible meeting and even exceeding the requirements. Such a vehicle can always be fine-
tuned for a circular orbit with 400 km altitude with some propellant remaining. As a result,
the lower bound on the training error is more critical for this study, and it will be estimated
in the subsequent section.
3.4.5 Performance Estimation Using Prediction Interval Concept
One method to quantify the training error of ANN surrogate models was using prediction
intervals. The prediction interval enables the prediction of a new observation with known
probability using data from a sample [68]. A confidence interval, on the other hand, is a
summary measure for a large population. Confidence intervals are used to estimate param-
eters such as a mean or a regression coefficient. A prediction interval is always wider than
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a confidence interval. A distribution’s prediction interval can be easily calculated using
statistical analysis software.
After y % prediction interval [a,b] for the model fit error of specific mechanical energy












MFEε : Percentage model fit error of specific mechanical energy
ε : Actual specific mechanical energy
ε0 : Predicted specific mechanical energy
εmin : Lower bound of the actual specific mechanical energy with y % probability
y : Prediction interval coverage probability
b : Lower bound of y % prediction interval of model fit error of specific mechanical energy
The designer determines the value of the prediction interval coverage probability (y). As
y approaches 1, the prediction interval widens as well. If a narrow prediction interval is
desired, the y value must be small.
The steps involved in calculating εmin were summarized below:
1. Estimate the percentage model fit error of the specific mechanical energy prediction
formula
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2. Select a y value
3. Calculate y % prediction interval [a,b] for the percentage model fit error (a represents
lower bound and b represents upper bound of the prediction interval)





Note that the b value is used because the orbit’s specific mechanical energy require-
ment is always negative.
5. Then estimate the lower bound of the actual specific mechanical energy of a vehicle
with the following inequality;
ε̂ ≥ εmin (3.44)
Following all of this discussion, the following hypothesis was stated:
Hypothesis 2.
A launch vehicle design that meets the following conditions will have a specific me-
chanical energy ε̂ ≥ ε0
1−b at the target orbit with at least y % probability if its trajectory
is optimized.
• The surrogate models are fit by using the data of the vehicles reaching an alti-
tude between 100 km and Rearth + 2htarget when the fuel is consumed.
• The vehicle is designed using the surrogate models of ε and φ by targeting
ε̂final = ε0 and φ̂final = 0.
where,
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ε : Actual specific mechanical energy
ε̂ : Predicted specific mechanical energy
ε0: The specific energy requirement of the target orbit
φ: Actual flight path angle
φ̂: Predicted flight path angle
φfinal: Actual flight path angle at the final orbit
htarget : Altitude of the target orbit
y : Prediction interval coverage probability
b : Lower bound of y % prediction interval of the model fit error of specific mechanical
energy
REarth : Radius of the Earth
3.4.6 Discussions
The following is how this design-oriented analysis can be interpreted: If n vehicles are
designed using this method, at least y percent of them should have a minimum final specific
mechanical energy of ε0
1−b . This methodology can be very useful for rapid design trade-offs
in conceptual design if a good combination of b and y can be found. There will always be
a trade-off between b and y, and the system designer will choose these values.
A designer would like εmin to be close to the target energy ε0. Yet, if the ANN model is
not well-fit, εmin will diverge from the target energy. It should be noted that the hypothesis
is highly dependent on the statistical performance of ANN models because it is dependent
on b value. Therefore, the goodness of ANN models should be evaluated by examining
model fit errors, model representation errors, R-Squared values, actual by predicted, and
residual by predicted plots. Finally, note that the difference between εmin and ε0 is the
accuracy cost of a rapid energy estimation without conducting a trajectory optimization.
As an illustration, if 1000 vehicles are designed using this methodology at a 20 % y
value, at least 200 of these vehicles should have an actual energy value greater than the
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lower energy bound εmin, which is relatively close to the target energy ε0. On the other
hand, if 1000 vehicles are designed using this methodology at a 90 % y value, at least
900 of these vehicles should have an actual energy value greater than the lower energy
bound that is relatively further away from the target energy in this case. Note that while
these numbers may not be exact for a small sample size representing a population, they are
theoretically expected to emerge as the sample size increases and converges to infinity.
A possible question is whether the upper bound on specific mechanical energy can be
estimated similarly. For this discussion, it is required to return to Equation 3.37. The
upper bound of the training error term provided in Equation 3.39 can be estimated using
the prediction interval concept. However, δopt inequality is modeled only by a lower bound
in this study as shown in Equation 3.38. To model an upper bound for this term, trajectory
optimization must be performed to quantify the energy savings. As a result, since trajectory
optimization was eliminated from the design process, it is impossible to estimate the upper
bound for the specific mechanical energy using the methodology developed in this thesis.
Until this point, one implicit assumption has been made in this study: the steady-state
error of specific mechanical energy obtained via trajectory simulation is assumed to be
zero. This steady-state error is entirely dependent on the controller performance used in
the trajectory simulation, particularly the controller used during the final launch phases.
If the error is not negligible, it should be quantified and incorporated into the estimation.
The quantification of such an error, on the other hand, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Because the controller performed well in the trajectory simulation used in this thesis, it was
assumed that the steady-state error in specific mechanical energy was negligible.
Another possible question can be stated as follows: What if the surrogate models were
fit by incorporating some cases where not all fuel is consumed between 100 km and hmax?
In other words, what if these vehicles retained some propellant once they reached a min-
imum altitude of 100 kilometers? In this case, the vehicles are expected to have more
energy than the required energy for the mission. The requirement that all fuel be consumed
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in space was added to ensure that vehicle designs are not oversized. However, vehicles that
still have some propellant may be used for surrogate modeling if desired, keeping in mind
that they are already oversized for the required mission.
3.5 Summary of the Methodology
Conducting a trade-off study for launch vehicle design in the CDP is a time-consuming
task when the design space is large. That is why, in this chapter, a rapid design trade-
off methodology was developed that eliminated trajectory optimization from the design
process through the use of constant controller design.
To begin, a multidisciplinary M&S environment comprised of four core disciplines
was constructed: trajectory, aerodynamics, propulsion, and weight. Following that, several
DOE and surrogate modeling approaches were investigated in order to obtain adequate
surrogate models for any desired response. Finally, the specific mechanical energy-based
design trade-off method which was summarized in Figure 3.16 was developed. The blue
boxes in this process flow represented the steps at which a system designer make decisions.
In this chapter, two research questions and two hypotheses were stated:
Research Question 1.
To approximate the modeling and simulation environment, which DOE method and surro-
gate modeling method should be used?
Hypothesis 1.
A hybrid DOE composed of a Fast Flexible Filling & a Full Factorial DOE combined with




Without performing trajectory optimization during the conceptual design phase, how can a
trajectory-based vehicle design trade-off be performed?
Hypothesis 2.
A launch vehicle design that meets the following conditions will have a specific mechanical
energy ε̂ ≥ ε0
1−b at the target orbit with at least y % probability if its trajectory is optimized.
• The surrogate models are fit by using the data of the vehicles reaching an altitude
between 100 km and Rearth + 2htarget when the fuel is consumed.
• The vehicle is designed using the surrogate models of ε and φ by targeting ε̂final = ε0
and φ̂final = 0.
In the next chapter, these hypotheses will be tested by planning out an extended design
study. The results obtained by the implementation of this methodology will be compared to
the actual data obtained by performing trajectory optimization.The outcomes of these tests















































4.1 Extended Design Study
An extended design study was presented in this section with some high-level requirements
provided in Table 4.1. A circular low earth orbit with an altitude of 400 kilometers was se-
lected as the target orbit. Max Length-to-Diameter Ratio (L/D) was selected as an aeroelas-
ticity constraint while Thrust-to-Weight Ratio (T/W) was selected as a structural constraint.
The Gross Lift-Off Weight of the vehicle was not included in this list since the weight of
a small vehicle was not expected to exceed the launchpad structural limits where larger
class vehicles such as Falcon 9 are launched from Cape Canaveral Launch Site. For the
demonstration of the methodology, this list was selected but it can be extended to represent
more requirements such as maximum acceleration, maximum dynamic pressure, or T/W
constraints for each stage.
Table 4.1: High-Level Requirements
Target Orbit 400 km altitude, circular orbit
Payload Capacity 120 kg (12 X 10 kg nanosatellites)
Launch Site Cape Canaveral, Florida
L/D of Vehicle L/D ≤ 15
T/W of Vehicle T/W ≤ 2
4.1.1 Current Design Strategies of Commercial Space Industry
This design study followed some current cost-effective design strategies implemented by
the commercial space industry. For that purpose, some of the state of the art launch ve-
hicles were examined in terms of their sizes, architectures, payload capacities, and engine
performances [4]. Some information related to these vehicles were summarized as follows:
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• Electron vehicle which was developed by Rocket Lab is a two-stage expendable ve-
hicle. The first stage of Electron is powered by nine Rutherford engines, while the
second stage is powered by one Rutherford engine. The Rutherford engine is a liquid
engine with a thrust force of 22 kN and a propellant mixture of LOX and kerosene
developed by the company. Electron has a payload capacity of 225 kg to LEO, a
vehicle mass of 10500 kg, and an L/D ratio of 13.3. The vehicle does not contain any
add-on boosters.
• Rocket Crafters is developing Intrepid-1, a two-stage small expendable launch ve-
hicle powered by hybrid motors. The vehicle’s first stage is expected to have four
hybrid motors, each with 136 kN of thrust force, and the second stage will have four
hybrid motors, each with 18 kN of thrust force. Intrepid-1 has a payload capacity of
500-750 kg to LEO, a vehicle mass of 45000 kg, and a length-to-diameter ratio of
10.7. There are no add-on boosters in this vehicle. The company has not released
any information about the hybrid motor’s design or performance.
• HyImpulse is developing a small expendable vehicle concept with hybrid rocket
propulsion [12], [69]. This vehicle is expected to have seven hybrid motors in the
first stage, each with a thrust force of 75 kN, four hybrid motors in the second stage,
each with a thrust force of 100 kN, and four hybrid motors in the third stage, each
with a thrust force of 25 kN. To reduce the motor’s production costs, hybrid motors
will use a simple, single-port cylindrical fuel grain. The payload capacity of this ve-
hicle is 500 kilograms. The motors use LOX-Paraffin combination with some metal
additives. The vehicle does not employ any add-on boosters.
The following observations were made based on this information:
• Developing a unique motor and designing a cluster of these motors in every stage is
an up-to-date cost reduction strategy used by the commercial space industry. Mer-
lin 1-D engine of SpaceX and Rutherford engine of Electron are the best examples
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for this strategy. Additionally, this strategy aids in improving the repeatability and
reliability of engine components.
• These state-of-the-art vehicle designs do not contain any boosters, wings, and control
surfaces while they include a small number of stages for cost reduction and improved
simplicity in design.
4.1.2 Initial Design Decisions and Assumptions
Each vehicle design process begins with a series of initial design decisions. Several design
decisions were made in this section and were summarized in Table 4.2.
Historically, due to low regression rates, it was not possible to design a hybrid motor
with a single port. Instead, multi-port motors were developed, which were complex and
frequently included some unburned slivers, as illustrated in Figure 4.1 [22]. Following the
development of paraffin-based fuels, it became possible to design single ports due to the
increasing regression rates [70]. As a result, a Paraffin-LOX propellant combination and a
single port were selected in this study. Because of the increasing simplicity of manufac-
turing, a cylindrical grain was chosen. Because of the observations made in the previous
section, add-on boosters were not used on this vehicle in order to keep the design as simple
as possible. Also, a LV-Haack fairing was selected since it can allow a large interior volume
and relatively low drag coefficient [62]. A turbo-pump feed system was also chosen based
on a study that concluded that a turbopump outperforms a pressure-fed system for a similar
concept [12].
Table 4.2: Initial Design Decisions
Rocket propulsion type Hybrid rocket propulsion only
Propellant combination Paraffin-LOX
Feed system Turbopump fed
Grain geometry Cylindrical fuel grain
Number of combustion ports Single
Use of boosters No
Fairing type LV-Haack nose cone
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Figure 4.1: Multiport Design
4.1.3 Mission Profile
The mission profile was plotted in Figure 4.2 and it includes the following phases: lift-off,
pitch over maneuver, gravity turn maneuver, first stage separation, second stage separation,
fairing separation, a long coast phase in space, a short restart phase, and finally spacecraft
separation. Notably, this vehicle is capable of restarting, since hybrid motors, like liquid
engines, have this capability. If the vehicle is to be a two-stage vehicle rather than a three-
stage vehicle, the mission profile can be modified to reflect this change.
Figure 4.2: Mission Profile of the Launch Vehicle
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4.1.4 Architectural Tradespace
The architectural tradespace of the vehicle in this study was defined by the number of stages
and the number of motors within each stage. This vehicle can have two or three stages, each
with a different number of motors, as shown in Figure 4.3. In the same figure, alternative
motor cluster layouts were also sketched. The architectural trade tree was sketched in
Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3: Architecture Alternatives for the Launch Vehicle
4.1.5 Hybrid Propulsion System Design Space
The design space for hybrid rocket propulsion was constructed using the design variables
determined in the preceding chapter. The ranges for these design values were selected as
illustrated in Table 4.3. Notably, all design variables were related to hybrid motor design,
with the exception of the PMF variable, which was defined in this study for a stage (rather
than a motor). For all stages, the PMF value was assumed to be identical.
4.1.6 Sizing Assumptions
Table 4.4 provided some assumptions related to the size and mass of several launch vehicle
components. An interstage’s fore and aft diameters were equal to the diameters of the
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Figure 4.4: Architectural Tradespace
Table 4.3: Ranges of the Design Variables
Design Variable Minimum Maximum
Thrust of a hybrid motor (kN) (Sea level thrust) 75 150
Burn time of a hybrid motor (sec) 30 80
PMF of a stage 0.65 0.85
Initial mixture ratio 1.5 3.5
Nozzle area ratio 5 40
Nozzle inlet pressure (MPa) 2 6
Fuel grain outside diameter (m) 0.7 1.3
stages it connected.
The length of stages were also calculated. Figure 4.5 shows a sketch of the basic com-
ponents of a hybrid rocket motor [71]. As seen from the picture, most of the length of a
hybrid motor consists of fuel grain length and oxidizer tank length. Other components such
as valves, pipes, gas tanks, and a nozzle occupy a smaller length compared to these large
components. The length comprising the small components was assumed to be 20 % of the
sum of the fuel grain length and the oxidizer tank length based on this observation.
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Table 4.4: Sizing and Mass Assumptions
Component Value
Fairing mass (kg) 50
Payload adapter mass (kg) 100
Length of interstage 1 (m) 0.8
Length of interstage 2 (m) 0.8
Length of interstage 3 (m) 0.8
Length of fairing (m) 3.5
Maximum diameter of fairing (m) 1.5
Figure 4.5: Basic Components of a Hybrid Rocket Motor
With this assumption, the length of a stage was calculated with Equation 4.1:
Lstage = (Loxidizertank + Lfuelgrain) ∗ 1.2 (4.1)
The diameter of the fuel grain was a design variable in this study. Fuel grain length can
be calculated using Equation 4.2 [7]. Also, the length of an oxidizer tank can be calculated
using oxidizer mass, oxidizer density, and diameter of the oxidizer tank. The diameter of
the oxidizer tank was taken to be equal to the diameter of grain. The tank was assumed to
have a cylindrical shape.






ṁf : Fuel flow rate
Ri: Initial port radius
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ρf : Density of the fuel
ṙi: Initial regression rate
The diameters of stages were calculated by calculating the diameters of the motor clus-
ters shown in Figure 4.3 using the circle geometry. First, the diameter of a hybrid motor
was calculated by assuming a 10 % wall thickness for the casing;
Dmotor = Dfuelgrain ∗ 1.1 (4.3)
For a 3-motor cluster:
Dcluster = Dmotor ∗ (2/
√
3 + 1) (4.4)
For a 5-motor or 7-motor cluster:
Dcluster = Dmotor ∗ 3 (4.5)
For a 9-motor cluster:
Dcluster = Dmotor ∗ (1/sin(22.5◦) + 1) (4.6)
The diameter of a stage was determined by assuming a 10 % wall thickness for casing
once more;
Dstage = Dcluster ∗ 1.1 (4.7)
This concludes the vehicle’s basic sizing calculations and assumptions. Not that sizing
is not a primary focus of the study, but it is necessary to support the aerodynamics model.
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4.2 Experiment 1. Approximation of the Modeling and Simulation Code by ANN
Models
The purpose of this experiment was to test Hypothesis 1, which stated that a hybrid DOE
composed of a Fast Flexible Filling DOE, a 3-level Full Factorial DOE, and ANN method
would provide a good surrogate modeling approach for the M&S environment.
The first step in this experiment was to design a DOE by using the design variable
ranges given in Table 4.3. Ten design variables shown in Table 4.5 were used to construct
this DOE. To design the DOE, a statistical analysis software called JMP Pro was used. The
DOE included 56245 cases in total (30000 cases with the Fast Flexible Filling DOE and
26245 cases with the 3-level full Factorial DOE). As seen from the table, three variables
were discrete while the remaining variables were continuous.
Table 4.5: Types of Design Variables
Design variable Type
Thrust per motor Continuous
Burn time of a motor Continuous
PMF of a stage Continuous
Initial mixture ratio Continuous
Nozzle area ratio Continuous
Nozzle inlet pressure Continuous
Fuel grain outside diameter Continuous
Number of motors in the first stage Discrete
Number of motors in the second stage Discrete
Number of stages in the vehicle Discrete
4.2.1 Reduction of the Design Space
Some of the cases created with the DOE were expected to be physically meaningless. To
avoid crashing the code and wasting time running the cases, such cases needed to be re-
moved from the design space before running them with the M&S environment. For this
purpose, a separate script was written to evaluate and eliminate those cases.
The first category of such cases included infeasible hybrid motor designs, which were
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defined as those involving motor designs with a negative initial port radius. These were
found by employing the following approach:
The initial port radius of the fuel grain was calculated with Equation 4.8 [7].
Ri =
(







Ri: Initial port radius
Ro: Fuel grain outside radius
N : Number of combustion ports of radius Ri in the fuel grain (N = 1 in this problem)
ṁ: Total oxidizer flow rate
ṁf : Total fuel flow rate
ṁo : Oxidizer flow rate
a and n : Empirical constants for regression rate equation
tb: Total burn time of the motor
To have a feasible motor design, Ri needs to be a positive value. Therefore, the cases
that meet the following condition were considered infeasible and excluded. There were
8520 infeasible motor design cases in this problem.




Additionally, in this study, it was desired that the nozzle exit area did not exceed the
motor diameter. From a mechanical design perspective, it was decided to fit the nozzles
into an interstage with any transition shape: positive, negative, or cylindrical. The cases
which meet the condition in Equation 4.10 were evaluated as infeasible. 9847 of these
infeasible cases were excluded from the design space in this problem.
Dnozzleexit > Dmotor (4.10)
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F : Thrust of a motor
At: Nozzle throat area
CF : Thrust coefficient
p1: Nozzle inlet pressure
ε: Nozzle area ratio
Another group of cases that were regarded infeasible were those with a T/W ratio less
than one at sea level, as such a vehicle cannot launch vertically. 751 of these infeasible
cases were excluded from the design space. Table 4.6 summarizes the number of all these
infeasible cases. Note that the sum of all rows does not add up to 56245 since there are
some intersection sets between these infeasible groups. There were 40855 remaining cases
after this initial infeasibility analysis.
Table 4.6: Infeasible Cases
Total number of cases 56245
Cases with infeasible motor design 8520
Cases with infeasible nozzle exit area 9847
Cases with infeasible T/W ratio 751
Remaining number of cases 40855
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4.2.2 Constant Controller Design
To run 40855 cases with the physics-based environment, a constant controller was de-
signed. The physical interpretation of this controller which was provided in Table 4.7 is as
follows. During the pitch over maneuver, the vehicle was permitted to have a maximum
angle of attack of 3◦. Following the completion of the gravity turn maneuver and sepa-
ration of the second stage, the upper stage was ignited and generated thrust until all fuel
was consumed. The vehicle did not have a coast and restart phase. This vehicle had a zero
final flight path angle command. However, because the trajectory was not optimized, it was
expected that the majority of the cases would have non-zero final flight path angles. The
trajectory simulation was stopped when the fuel of the upper stage was consumed.
Table 4.7: Constant Controller Design
Optimization control variable Selected Value
u1 (max angle of attack in pitch over maneuver) 3◦
u2 (ratio of restart time to the total burn time of the upper stage) 0
u3 (final flight path angle control command) 0◦
A sample altitude profile was illustrated in Figure 4.6 and the thrust profile was provided
in Figure 4.7 for a vehicle with this controller design. The vehicle had 7 hybrid motors
with 103 kN thrust each in the first stage, 3 hybrid motors in the second stage, and one
hybrid motor in the third stage, so the thrust levels were extremely high until the first
stage separation. The simulation ended at t = 213 seconds, when the upper stage’s fuel
was consumed. As a side note, a successful case was defined as one in which the vehicle
reaches at least 100 kilometers and hmax = 7178 kilometers of altitude when the fuel is
consumed. As a result, the illustrated case was by definition one of the successful cases in
this study.
The results were obtained by running 40855 cases, and it was observed that a large
number of cases failed, with only 4959 cases meeting the success criterion. A scatter
plot matrix shown in Figure C.1 was used to illustrate these design points. This situation
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Figure 4.6: Altitude of the Vehicle
Figure 4.7: Thrust Profile of the Vehicle
exemplifies one of the difficulties inherent in launch vehicle design from the perspective of
design space exploration. At times, even designing a feasible point can be a difficult task
in the design of launch vehicles. Therefore, producing hundreds of feasible design points
and performing some design trade-off may be difficult for a launch vehicle if such data
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Figure 4.8: Flight Path Angle of the Vehicle
cannot be obtained. In such cases, the design variable ranges may be relaxed, or certain
technologies may be integrated into the vehicle [17].
One possible question is how changing the controller design will affect the method-
ology’s performance. Assume that a more complex controller design was selected for a
launch vehicle. Remember, out of 40855 cases, only 4959 were successful for the previous
controller. With a better controller, there is a chance that more vehicles will reach 100 km
by following a better trajectory. Furthermore, there is a possibility that more vehicles will
have a final flight path angle that is distributed about zero. This suggests that there should
be a greater number of successful cases than 4959. With an increasing number of successful
cases, better surrogate models may be constructed using ANN, allowing for more accurate
predictions of the lower bound of specific mechanical energy. In conclusion, an improved
controller design can increase the performance of the methodology presented in this thesis.
A designer who wants to employ an improved, more complex controller design can
refer to [24]. In this study, a method for selecting the control structure for launch vehicles
was developed. The method which is called “the OEPI method” was developed specifically
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for the case when a small number of parameters is used to represent the control function,
as is the case with launch vehicle trajectories. The method was demonstrated on three
problems, including the optimal launch of the Delta IV Heavy. The OEPI method was
applied to a set of representative launch vehicles, resulting in a single control structure that
could be used for the design space.
4.2.3 Fitting Artificial Neural Network Models
Using the successful cases, artificial neural network models were fit using JMP Pro in this
section. In this software, it is possible to choose a maximum of two layers and multiple
nodes for an ANN model. To fit a good surrogate model, the number of nodes was fine-
tuned. Two different scenarios were evaluated to investigate the ANN surrogate models’
performances.
Scenario 1
First, an outlier analysis was conducted using the Multivariate Robust Outliers method
that calculates Mahalanobis distance which is a measure of a sample point and a distribution
[72]. This distance is dependent on the mean, standard deviation, and correlation estimates
[73]. Extreme multivariate outliers were pointed out by finding the largest distance values
which were shown in blue dots in Figure 4.9. Next, these outliers were excluded from the
design space. Ten design variables and only two responses, the specific mechanical energy
and final flight path angle, were included when this outlier analysis was conducted. There
were 4031 remaining cases after this outlier analysis.
The neural network model was then fitted using 4031 cases. The R-Squared values for
both training and validation were summarized in Figure 4.10. This analysis was repeated
ten times to observe how R-squared varied. The results of the repeated analysis were shared
in Table 4.8. Both the training and validation R-squared values indicated good fits since
they were greater than 0.97. In this study, the k-fold validation method was used.
It is important to note that in order to obtain a good surrogate model, neural networks
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Figure 4.9: Outlier Analysis
typically require a large number of training points. This is especially true when many
design variables are used and nonlinear input-output relationships exist. The time required
to train an ANN model typically increases with the number of training points. More data are
required to obtain a good model, especially when the model becomes complex with many
nodes and layers. Running the code at many design points also takes time. As a result, for
this study, a trade-off between the number of cases and the goodness of fits obtained with
ANN method is always required.
Figure 4.11 illustrated the complex neural diagram of this model with three activation
functions; tanH, linear and gaussian functions. Unfortunately, simpler models did not pro-
vide acceptable R-squared values. This diagram illustrated an important feature of neural
network models: they are complex and difficult to interpret, but they are extremely flexible.
Other measures to test the goodness of fit of this model were the actual by predicted
plot and residual by predicted plots as shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13. These plots
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Figure 4.10: Training and Validation R-Squared Performance of a Neural Network Model
Table 4.8: R-Squared Values from Repeated Analysis for Scenario 1
Cases Energy Training R2 Energy Validation R2 Flight Path Angle Training R2 Flight Path Angle Validation R2
1 0.983 0.983 0.994 0.995
2 0.983 0.983 0.994 0.994
3 0.989 0.990 0.994 0.994
4 0.990 0.991 0.995 0.994
5 0.977 0.975 0.993 0.994
6 0.988 0.988 0.997 0.997
7 0.989 0.991 0.994 0.994
8 0.989 0.989 0.994 0.994
9 0.976 0.975 0.994 0.993
10 0.978 0.979 0.997 0.997
were acceptable because they did not demonstrate a strong pattern or clustering of points.
The percentage model fit error distribution shown in Figure 4.14 was also obtained.
This distribution resembled a normal distribution and had a mean of approximately 0. The
prediction intervals for the MFE distributions were also calculated with JMP for 95 %, 80
%, and 50 % probabilities. For instance, the lower and upper bounds of the 95 % predictive
interval were calculated as [a, b] = [−3.67%, 3.64%]
The sensitivity profilers obtained using these surrogate models were plotted in Fig-
ure 4.16. This plot was acceptable due to the absence of overfitting. It demonstrates the
extent to which a design variable can affect the responses. Any relationship between design
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Figure 4.11: Neural Diagram for Scenario 1
variables and final specific mechanical energy and final flight path angle can be dynami-
cally observed in this parametric environment, which greatly aids trade-off analysis.
Scenario 2
A more realistic design trade-off scenario was planned out in this part, where neural
network models were fit for multiple responses. The responses can be any dependent vari-
ables of interest. As an illustration, final specific mechanical energy, final flight path angle,
Thrust-to-Weight ratio, vehicle Length-to-Diameter ratio were selected as the responses.
The complex neural diagram was shown in Figure 4.17 for this scenario.
The R-Squared values for a sample fit were shown in Figure 4.18. Most of the R-
squared values were found to be around 0.99. This analysis was repeated ten times and the
results were shown in Table 4.9. Overall, the R-Squared values indicated that the perfor-
mance of the ANN surrogate models was acceptable.
The sensitivity profilers were provided in Figure 4.19 for this scenario. As an illus-
tration, a designer may be interested in designing some vehicles with a specific range of
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Figure 4.12: Actual by Predicted Plot for Scenario 1
Figure 4.13: Residual by Predicted Plot for Scenario 1
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Figure 4.14: Percentage MFE of Specific Mechanical Energy for Scenario 1
Figure 4.15: Prediction Intervals
Table 4.9: Repeated R-Squared Analysis for Scenario 2
Energy Training R2 0.961 0.974 0.964 0.968 0.968 0.964 0.975 0.970 0.972 0.967
Energy Validation R2 0.966 0.974 0.963 0.971 0.969 0.966 0.976 0.972 0.973 0.969
Flight Path Angle Training R2 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.994 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.991 0.993 0.994
Flight Path Angle Validation R2 0.996 0.996 0.995 0.994 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.991 0.993 0.994
T/W Training R2 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
T/W Validation R2 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
L/D Training R2 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
L/D Validation R2 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
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Figure 4.16: Sensitivity Profilers for Scenario 1
Thrust-to-Weight ratio. Using the sensitivity profilers shown in this figure, this designer
can observe the dynamic behavior of other responses while conducting a trade-off study
for Thrust-to-Weight ratio.
The actual by predicted plots and residual by predicted plots were also provided in
Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, and Figure 4.23. These plots also indicated good
fits. As a result, Hypothesis 1 was validated.
4.3 Experiment 2: Specific Mechanical Energy-Based Design Trade-Off Study
In this experiment, some launch vehicles were designed using the proposed methodology.
To validate the methodology, it was necessary to measure the actual performance of these
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Figure 4.17: Neural Diagram with Two Layer and Multiple Nodes in Scenario 2
vehicles. To accomplish this, trajectory optimization was incorporated into the M&S envi-
ronment in order to design the optimal controllers that provide the optimal trajectory. The
actual performance of the vehicles was then compared to the predicted results.
4.3.1 Problem Setup with Trajectory Optimization
The latitude, longitude, and altitude of Kennedy Space Center was used in the trajectory
simulation as an input:
LLA = [28.6◦ −80.7◦ 10.0m];





ha,target: Apogee altitude requirement of the target orbit
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Figure 4.18: Training and Validation Performance of Neural Network Models
ra: Actual apogee altitude
hp,target: Perigee altitude requirement of the target orbit
rp: Actual perigee altitude
Vtarget: Target speed
φtarget: Target flight path angle (at the target orbit)
φ: Actual flight path angle
REarth: Radius of the Earth
w1, w2, w3, w4: Weights
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Figure 4.19: Sensitivity Profilers for Scenario 2
The control parameters were constrained as follows;
αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax (4.15)
tburn,upper = thybrid (4.16)
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Figure 4.20: Actual by Predicted Plot for Scenario 2
Figure 4.21: Actual by Predicted Plot for Scenario 2
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Figure 4.22: Residual by Predicted Plot for Scenario 2
Figure 4.23: Residual by Predicted Plot for Scenario 2
φtarget = 0 (4.17)
rcoast,min ≤ rcoast ≤ rcoast,max (4.18)
φcoast,min ≤ φcoast ≤ φcoast,max (4.19)
where,
αmin: Minimum allowable angle of attack during the pitch-over maneuver
αmax: Maximum allowable angle of attack during the pitch-over maneuver
tburn,upper: Burn time of the upper stage
thybrid: Burn time of a hybrid motor which is a design variable
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φtarget: Target flight path angle
rcoast,min: Minimum ratio of the coast period to upper stage total burn time
rcoast,max: Maximum ratio of the coast period to upper stage total burn time
φcoast,min: Minimum allowable flight path angle at the end of the coast phase
φcoast,min: Maximum allowable flight path angle at the end of the coast phase
4.3.2 Validation of the Proposed Methodology
32 different vehicles were designed for a circular orbit of 400 km altitude using the pro-
posed methodology. The values of the design variables associated with these vehicles were
presented in Table 4.10.
A sample vehicle design process using a Contour Profiler was shown in Figure 4.24.
This was the identical vehicle to Vehicle # 25 in Table 4.10. Constraints on the flight path
angle and final specific mechanical energy were represented by solid red and blue lines
in the plot. The shaded pink and blue regions denoted the infeasible regions, whereas the
small white region denoted the feasible region defined by the responses’ lower and upper
limits. The black cross indicates the design point in the design space that has been selected.
The factor table in this figure contains the values for the design variables associated with
this design point. This process was repeated for each of the vehicles.
Next, the trajectories of the vehicles were optimized. It was observed that the actual
specific mechanical energy values of most vehicles were very close to the predicted energy
value which was -29.4 MJ/kg. The last column in the table shows the percentage prediction
errors. It was observed that this error changes between [ -3.96 %, 5.84 %]. As discussed
in chapter 3, negative errors were considered significant because they revealed the worst
designs that were unable to reach the target orbit.
The MFE distribution of specific mechanical energy was required to test Hypothesis 2.
The MFE distribution provided in Scenario 1 was used to estimate the prediction interval’s
lower and upper bound values. For 95 % prediction interval, the lower and upper bounds
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Figure 4.24: Sample Vehicle Design Using Contour Profiler
were calculated as [a,b]=[-3.67 %,3.64 %]
At least 30 of the vehicles (95 percent of all designs) were expected to have a specific
mechanical energy greater than εmin = −29.41−3.64/100 = -30.5 MJ/kg, according to Hypothesis 2.
The results indicated that 30 vehicles had a final specific mechanical energy value greater
than this minimum value, thereby validating Hypothesis 2. Because the vehicle sample
size is finite, some error is always expected between the predicted and actual number of
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designs that satisfy the specific mechanical energy inequality. However, as the sample
number increases and converges to infinity, it is theoretically expected that the difference
between the actual and predicted number of designs that satisfy the specific mechanical
energy inequality converges to zero.
An important observation was that the minimum specific mechanical energy prediction
was dependent on the lower bound of the prediction interval of the model fit error. There-
fore, having a lower boundary value close to zero will help to obtain good predictions.
For y = 50 %, at least 16 of the vehicles were expected to exceed the minimum en-
ergy level. There were 30 vehicles that satisfied the minimum specific mechanical energy
prediction, εmin = −29.41−1.77/100 = −29.9MJ/kg. Similarly, for y = 0.8, at least 25 of the
vehicles were expected to exceed the minimum energy and 30 vehicles exceeded the min-
imum specific mechanical energy prediction, εmin = −29.41−3.35/100 = −30.4MJ/kg. These
results validated Hypothesis 2 since the resulting number of feasible designs exceeded the
minimum number of designs expected. These results showed that even with a low y value,
many feasible vehicle designs can be obtained, which would be very useful when putting
this methodology into practice.
4.4 Sensitivity Analysis and Selection of Some Designs for Preliminary Design Phase
In this section, the methodology was used to demonstrate a design trade-off study that met
the requirements specified in Table 4.1. Max L/D and max T/W were two constraints and
they were included in the responses when fitting surrogate models. Other responses were
selected as vehicle mass, ISP, ideal Delta-V, final speed, final flight path angle and, final
specific mechanical energy. The R-Squared values for the obtained fits were shared in
Figure C.2 and Figure C.3. A vehicle design process that meets both constraints, and the
specific mechanical energy and flight path requirements was illustrated in Figure 4.25 using
the contour profiler in JMP. The blue and green shaded regions represented the infeasible
regions where the design points in these regions exceeded the L/D and T/W constraints.
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This vehicle design could be chosen as a candidate for the preliminary design phase.
The sensitivity profilers were plotted in Figure 4.26. These profilers were extremely
useful in determining which design variables had a significant effect on a response. For
example, as expected, the specific mechanical energy of the vehicle depicted in this figure
was highly dependent on the burn time and PMF. Likewise, the number of stages had a
significant impact on the specific mechanical energy. The outer diameter, on the other
hand, had a much smaller effect on the energy.
When the L/D ratio was examined, it was observed that burn time and outer diameter
were the most important design variables affecting this response, whereas PMF and nozzle
area ratio had no significant effect.
Vehicle mass profilers were also investigated to check if there was any unreasonable
trend. Vehicle mass was observed to increase with increasing thrust, burn time, number
of motors in the first stage and in the second stage as expected. Nozzle area ratio, nozzle
inlet pressure, and outer diameter had small effect on the vehicle mass. Additionally, in-
creasing the number of stages from two to three had a small effect on vehicle mass, which
was unsurprising given that the third stage contained only one hybrid motor. This type of
examination was extremely beneficial in identifying any bugs in the M&Scode.
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Figure 4.25: Vehicle Design Trade-Off Using a Contour Profiler
4.5 Summary of the Results
In this study, a methodology was developed to evaluate a large design space of a SLV which
cannot be evaluated with simple performance models such as ideal rocket equation and a
time-consuming trajectory optimization process for each point in the design space in the
CDP.
The first hypothesis stated that combining a hybrid DOE composed of a Fast Flexible
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Figure 4.26: Vehicle Design Trade-Off Using Sensitivity Profilers
Filling and a Full Factorial DOE with Artificial Neural Networks would provide an effective
method for approximating the M&S environment. The initial experiment was designed to
evaluate this hypothesis using two separate scenarios. Both scenarios demonstrated that
this approach to surrogate modeling is capable of accurately approximating the modeling
and simulation code.
The second hypothesis stated that under certain conditions, the lower bound of a vehi-
cle’s actual final specific mechanical energy can be predicted. The second experiment was
designed to test this hypothesis. The actual energies of the vehicles obtained through tra-
jectory optimization were found to be very close to the predicted values. Thus, Experiment
2 validated the second hypothesis.
It was important to highlight the limitations of this methodology at this point. This
methodology does not eliminate the need for trajectory optimization in any design phase,
but it can assist in the design of feasible vehicle candidates without trajectory optimization
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Table 4.10: Various Vehicles Designed in Experiment 2
Vehicle # x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 y1 y2 y3
1 87.6 44.8 0.82 3.5 40.0 2.6 0.98 9 3 3 -28.8 -29.4 2.08
2 82.1 62.2 0.79 2.4 5.0 2.2 0.98 7 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.29
3 91.4 63.2 0.79 2.4 24.7 4.2 0.98 9 5 3 -30.6 -29.4 -3.96
4 82.1 62.2 0.79 2.5 24.8 3.1 0.88 7 3 3 -29.2 -29.4 0.55
5 117.3 63.6 0.68 2.6 31.2 2.4 0.83 9 3 3 -30.7 -29.4 -4.10
6 136.1 60.9 0.68 2.3 31.2 2.4 1.05 7 3 3 -29.4 -29.4 -0.03
7 121.9 63.3 0.72 2.2 32.4 4.6 0.98 7 5 3 -29.4 -29.4 0.01
8 78.1 56.8 0.81 2.9 24.4 3.7 0.85 5 5 3 -29.6 -29.4 -0.74
9 85.6 61.5 0.79 2.6 20.5 2.4 0.96 7 3 3 -23.9 -29.4 0.02
10 129.6 56.6 0.81 3.5 32.7 3.7 1.25 7 3 3 -29.2 -29.4 0.55
11 113.3 53.3 0.83 3.5 32.7 3.7 1.06 5 3 3 -27.7 -29.4 5.84
12 75.0 55.0 0.78 2.2 37.7 3.6 0.86 5 3 3 -29.5 -29.4 -0.27
13 138.7 59.2 0.84 1.6 24.4 4.8 0.91 5 3 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.13
14 136.1 59.3 0.82 1.9 19.5 3.4 0.94 5 3 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.32
15 136.1 59.3 0.82 1.9 19.4 3.4 0.94 5 3 3 -29.4 -29.4 -0.002
16 139.9 56.4 0.77 2.6 17.5 2.6 0.94 5 5 3 -29.4 -29.4 0.01
17 116.5 54.4 0.71 2.0 28.5 2.6 1.02 5 5 3 -29.4 -29.4 -0.01
18 143.2 52.4 0.68 2.1 32.7 2.6 1.19 5 5 3 -29.4 -29.4 -0.003
19 94.0 59.1 0.68 2.1 32.7 2.6 1.19 7 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.23
20 93.8 62.3 0.70 2.5 32.7 3.3 0.83 7 5 3 -29.4 -29.4 0.03
21 106.5 62.4 0.71 2.6 27.4 2.9 0.86 7 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.28
22 81.4 67.1 0.72 2.6 27.4 3.0 0.82 9 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.34
23 81.5 67.3 0.77 2.5 25.9 4.0 0.99 9 5 3 -29.2 -29.4 0.49
24 97.6 68.5 0.77 2.5 22.9 4.0 0.99 9 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.43
25 98.2 53.6 0.77 3.5 40.0 3.3 1.16 7 3 3 -29.4 -29.4 -0.1
26 90.1 57.3 0.77 2.4 36.6 4.5 0.86 5 5 3 -28.7 -29.4 2.37
27 147.1 56.1 0.76 2.4 28.9 4.3 1.16 5 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.15
28 108.7 64.0 0.77 2.4 25.5 4.3 1.97 7 5 3 -29.1 -29.4 0.76
29 130.4 64.8 0.77 2.8 29.3 5.1 1.13 9 5 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.30
30 112.4 60.2 0.81 2.8 36.9 5.1 1.13 7 3 3 -29.3 -29.4 0.33
31 115.7 66.5 0.94 2.3 12.2 6.0 0.97 9 3 2 -29.3 -29.4 0.38
32 80.1 65.0 0.85 3.5 17.2 5.3 0.98 7 5 3 -29.5 -29.4 -0.19
x1: Thrust (kN)
x2: Burn Time (sec)
x3: PMF
x4: Initial Mixture Ratio
x5: Nozzle Area Ratio
x6: Nozzle Inlet Pressure (MPa)
x7: Grain Outside Diameter (m)
x8: Number of hybrid motors in the first stage
x9: Number of hybrid motors in the second stage
x10: Number of stages in the launch vehicle
y1: Actual Specific Mechanical Energy of the launch vehicle (MJ/kg)
y2: Predicted Specific Mechanical Energy of the launch vehicle (MJ/kg)
y3: Percentage Error for Specific Mechanical Energy prediction
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in the CDP. These candidates can be evaluated and compared further during the preliminary
design phase, when a smaller number of vehicles are traded off. These candidates can also
provide system designers with some insight into where some feasible solutions accumulate
in the design space. Furthermore, the sensitivity profilers can be used to determine which
design variables have a strong or weak impact on the responses. Finally, using sensitivity
profilers, system optimization can be performed to design the optimum vehicle in the design




Hybrid rocket propulsion is a promising technology candidate that provides cost and safety
benefits for small launch vehicles. Although the space industry has developed hybrid-
powered suborbital vehicles, no orbital launch vehicle with hybrid rocket propulsion has
yet been operational. Because a small multistage launch vehicle with hybrid propulsion
may be one possible design solution that can lower launch prices in the near future, com-
mercial industry interest in these vehicles is increasing. Furthermore, a cost-cutting strategy
currently employed by the commercial space industry was observed to be the development
of a unique engine and the use of multiple of them in a launch vehicle. Following this trend,
the vehicle concept investigated in this thesis was an expendable ground-launched vehicle
with architectural variables such as the number of stages and the number of hybrid motors
in each stage.
The design space exploration of such a launch vehicle would require very long times
especially when traditional point design approaches are used. As the number of design vari-
ables increase, the design space exploration faces a combinatorial explosion. This situation
poses a difficulty in performing a trade-off study for hundreds of vehicle design alterna-
tives within the constraints of the conceptual design phase schedule. With this motivation,
a methodology to conduct the rapid conceptual design trades of a SLV was presented in
this thesis.
Small launch vehicles with hybrid rocket propulsion are relatively new concepts. Since
there is not much historically available data of ground-launched small launch vehicles,
empirical methods were not considered. Rather than that, a parametric and integrated
Modeling and Simulation environment was developed for the purpose of generating and
evaluating alternative vehicle designs. Following this physics-based approach, four critical
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disciplines were modeled: trajectory, aerodynamics, propulsion, and weight. For aerody-
namics and propulsion modeling, a first principles approach was used, and for trajectory
analysis, a physics-based, transparent industrial software was used. However, this software,
which simulates a 3 DOF trajectory, can be replaced with any other software in order to
implement the methodology developed in this thesis.
The methodology consists of two steps. The first step was to implement a surrogate
modeling approach in order to speed up the analysis with the M&S environment. To obtain
good fits, various DOE and surrogate modeling techniques were investigated in this part.
In particular, a hybrid DOE method that merges a Fast Flexible Filling DOE and a 3-Level
Full Factorial DOE was selected to cover both the interior space and the extreme points.
Next, the Artificial Neural Network method was selected to fit the approximation models
since this nonlinear problem incorporates both continuous and discrete design variables.
With Experiment 1, it was shown that these two methods together provide a good approach
to approximate the modeling and simulation code.
In the second step, the specific mechanical energy-based design trade-off method was
developed which was the main contribution of the thesis. Due to the elimination of trajec-
tory optimization from the design trade-off process, no time was spent running a trajectory
optimizer. This method used the prediction interval concept to predict the lower bound of
the actual specific mechanical energy values of the vehicles which were designed by using
surrogate models of the specific mechanical energy and flight path angle. Experiment 2,
in which 32 different launch vehicles were designed using this methodology, demonstrated
that feasible vehicle designs can be obtained rapidly. While this methodology cannot be
used in place of trajectory optimization, it can assist a system designer in rapidly designing




The main assumption in this thesis was employing a constant controller design provide
representative results for trajectories
The propellant used in this study was determined to be Paraffin-LOX. However, there
are numerous fuel alternatives to Paraffin-LOX for hybrid motors. One possible future
study is to include the type of fuel as a categorical design variable in the design space.
In this way, various investigations can be performed about how fuel type affects vehicle
performance. Similarly, another study may be to investigate state-of-the-art oxidizers. One
such example is called Nytrox which is a mixture of liquid oxygen (O2) and nitrous oxide
(NO2) where this class of oxidizers can combine the advantages of liquid oxygen (O2)
and nitrous oxide (NO2) [74]. It may be worthwhile to investigate such oxidizers from the
system design perspective.
Another future study may focus on modeling the performance of a hybrid motor in
greater detail by removing some of the study’s assumptions, such as a constant specific
heat ratio, fuel density, and oxidizer density. In other words, it may be worthwhile to
investigate whether higher-fidelity hybrid propulsion models can provide a benefit during
the conceptual design phase. In this study, an average flow rate approximation was also
used, despite the fact that the flow rate is dynamic in reality. As a result, the impact of
using the dynamic flow rate equation on system design can be investigated.
The angle of attack was assumed to be zero throughout the flight in this study. However,
angle of attack is not zero in reality, even if it is small in most launch vehicle flight regimes.
As a result, modeling drag coefficients with angle of attack effects would be a significant
contribution to this thesis, allowing for a more accurate drag model. Similarly, in this study,
the lift coefficient was assumed to be zero. As a result, modeling lift coefficient may also
be a useful contribution to this study.
The method developed in this thesis may be enhanced by employing a more sophisti-
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cated controller design with significantly more control parameters. Additionally, quantify-
ing the effects of using another controller design with a different level of complexity may
be a significant contribution. A research of this kind could enable a designer to choose the
level of complexity they desire for the controller depending on the computing cost and the





The aerodynamics model provided in this appendix was based on [62]. Total drag for the








CDi: individual component drag coefficient
Aref : Reference area (=maximum frontal area)
Ai: local reference area
For each geometric component i, drag coefficient was calculated by summing up skin
friction drag coefficient, base drag coefficient, and body pressure drag coefficient as fol-
lows:
Cdi = Cdf + Cdb + Cdp (A.2)
A.1 Skin Friction Drag Coefficient
Skin friction drag coefficient was calculated with following model:
Cdf =

Cf (1− 0.1M2), if M ≤ 0.8
Cf
(1+0.15M2)0.58
, if M > 0.8
(A.3)
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, if Re ≤ 5.105
0.455
(log10Re)
2.58 − 1700Re if 5.10
5 < Re ≤ Res.crit
0.032(Rs
L
)0.2, if Re > Res.crit
(A.4)









A.2 Body Pressure Drag Coefficient
Several fairing shapes were presented and the mathematical models of body pressure drag
coefficient were provided for these fairing shapes. The body pressure drag models can be
found in [62].
A.2.1 Conical Fairing
The fairing pressure drag increases with increasing the joint angle φ which was shown in
Figure A.1.




Figure A.1: Conical Fairing
When Mach number equals 1, the pressure drag coefficient was modeled with;
Cdp,M=1 = sin(ϕ) (A.7)







And the following model was used for Mach numbers lower than 1.3;
Cdp = aM
b + Cdp,M=0 (A.9)
where a and b were calculated using equations A.6, A.7, A.8, A.9 to fit a drag coefficient
curve at these speeds.
A.2.2 Ogive Fairing
For subsonic speeds, the pressure drag coefficient was assumed to be zero, while in the
transonic and supersonic regimes, the pressure drag coefficient was computed using the
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conical fairing coefficient by correcting it with a factor K:
Cdp = 0.72(K − 0.5)2 + 0.82)Cd,cone (A.10)
The shape parameter (K) of 1 corresponded to a tangent ogive. If 0¡ K ¡ 1, this corre-
sponds to a secant ogive.
The L-D Haack series had small drag and the interior volume was relatively small. For
a greater interior volume the L-V Haack series was preferred, although the drag increases.
Next, the model was expanded for different fairing fineness ratios. The fineness ratios





The dimension used in this calculation was the fairing’s base diameter. For a fairing
with a fineness ratio of zero, measurements from a blunt cylinder with a pressure drag
coefficient proportionate to the stagnation pressure were utilized.





















if M > 1
(A.13)
After gathering data for two different fineness ratios (0 and 3), the following approach






where a and b were calculated as follows;











RN : Nose radius
Rf : Fairing base radius
The bluntness ratio was limited at 15 in this study.
To calculate the effect of tip bluntness, the following equations were used:
CdP ,blunt = CdP ,sharpFc,r (A.18)
Fc,r = 1− 0.16Br + 4.6(Br)2 (A.19)
A.2.3 Body Transitions
Cylindrical Stages
For the cylindrical stages, the pressure drag coefficient was assumed to be zero.
Positive Body Transition
For positive transitions, a similar approach which was used to calculate the pressure drag
coefficient for a conical fairing was used. More information can be found in [62].
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Negative Body Transition






1, if σ ≤ 1
3−σ
2
if 1 < σ ≤ 3




0, if M ≤ 0.8
1, if M > 0.8
(A.21)
where;
σ: length to height ratio





A.3 Base Drag Coefficient
The base drag was modeled using a hybrid approach based on the experimental data from
in [75] and [76] in the same study. For subsonic speeds, the data were based on [75] while
the data from [76] were used for supersonic speeds. A curve model was proposed for
0.8 < M < 1.5. The model was multiplied with 1.2 for the transonic regime.
The model used to calculate the base drag coefficient was provided below. The exper-
imental data were a function of only Mach number and base drag coefficient at any Mach
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number was calculated by interpolation.
Cdb =

Subsonic experimental data from [75] , if M ≤ 0.8
Subsonic experimental data [75]*1.2 if 0.8 < M < 1.5
Supersonic experimental data from [76] , if 1.5 ≤M < 10
0.13
M





The hybrid propulsion model provided in this appendix was based on the model provided
in [7].




G0: the oxidizer mass velocity (i.e., the oxidizer mass flow rate divided by the combustion
port cross-sectional area)
a and n: empirically fitted constants that can be found in the literature.
B.0.1 Dynamic Behaviour
Dynamic behavior in hybrid propulsion systems is important because mixture ratio always
varies even during steady-state oxidizer flow.




The thrust was provided as follows;
F = ṁIsg0 = (ṁ0 + ṁf )Isg0 (B.3)








The mass flow rate was given in the following equation;
ṁf = ρfAbṙ = 2πρfRṙ (B.5)






Ab: Combustion port surface area
L: Length of the fuel grain




For a grain configured with N circular combustion ports, combustion port radius R(t)












Instantaneous fuel flow rate was given with the following equation:
































Total fuel consumed was given with the following equation:













Ri: the initial port radius
N : the number of combustion ports of radius Ri in the fuel grain
ṁ: the total oxidizer flow rate
ṁf : the total fuel flow rate
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APPENDIX C
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Figure C.1: Design Space Scatter-plot Matrix(4959 points)
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Figure C.2: R-Squared Values for Training and Validation
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Figure C.3: R-Squared Values for Training and Validation
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APPENDIX D
DERIVATIONS OF ORBITAL ANALYSIS EQUATIONS
Figure D.1 illustrated the “final orbit” which a vehicle reached when its fuel is consumed.
The “target orbit” was also illustrated.
Figure D.1: Illustration of final orbit and target orbit
The semi-major axis was calculated with Equation D.1;
a = RE + htarg (D.1)
where;
a : Semi-major axis of the target orbit
RE : Radius of the Earth
htarg : Altitude of the target orbit
The flight path angle of the vehicle in the final orbit was provided with Equation D.2
φfin = φr=rfin=RE+hfin (D.2)
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where;
φfin : Flight path angle at the final orbit
rfin : Position at the final orbit
hfin : Altitude at the final orbit










µE : Gravitational parameter of the the Earth
r : Position of the vehicle in the inertial frame
V : Speed of the vehicle in the inertial frame














The altitude of the vehicle at the final orbit was derived by using Equation D.5;



















R2E + 2REhtarg + h
2











1− (RE + hfin)(RE + 2htarg − hfin)
(RE + htarg)2
sin2(90◦ − φfin) (D.9)
The perigee position was calculated using Equation D.10;
rp = RE + hp = a(1− e) = (RE + htarg)− (RE + htarg)e (D.10)
The perigee altitude of the final orbit was calculated using Equation D.11;
hp = hp(hfin) = htarg − (RE + htarg)e (D.11)
hp = htarg −
√
(RE + htarg)2 − [(RE + hfin)(RE + 2htarg − hfin)]sin2(90◦ − φfin)
(D.12)
The apogee position was calculated using Equation D.13;
ra = RE + ha = a(1 + e) = (RE + htarg) + (RE + htarg)e (D.13)
The apogee altitude of the final orbit was calculated using Equation D.14 and Equa-
tion D.15 ;
ha = ha(hfin) = htarg + (RE + htarg)e (D.14)
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ha = htarg +
√
(RE + htarg)2 − [(RE + hfin)(RE + 2htarg − hfin)]sin2(90◦ − φfin)
(D.15)
The speed at the final orbit was calculated using Equation D.16;







RE + 2htarg − hfin
(RE + htarg)(RE + hfin)
(D.16)
The maximum altitude where the speed was equal to zero and eccentricity was equal to
one was calculated using Equation D.17 and Equation D.18;








hfin(Vfin=0) = RE + 2htarg (D.18)
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